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COMJPUTER^PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING SUPERSONIC-FLOW-
ABOUT CIRCULAR, ELLIPTIC, AND BIELLIPTIC CONES
BY THE METHOD OF LINES
By E. B. Klunker, Jerry C. South, Jr., and Ruby M. Davis
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
This paper is a user's manual for a computer program which calculates the super-
sonic flow about circular, elliptic, and bielliptic cones at incidence and elliptic cones at
yaw by the method of lines. The program is automated to compute a case from a known
or easily calculated solution by changing the parameters through a sequence of steps. It
provides information including the shock shape, flow field, isentropic surface properties,
entropy layer, and force coefficients. A description of the program operation, sample
computations, and a FORTRAN IV listing are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In reference 1 the so-called method of lines was developed for obtaining numerical
solutions of general conical flow problems, that is, those gas dynamic problems in which
the fluid properties do not vary along rays emanating from a common point in the flow.
The method was applied to circular and elliptic cones and to the compression side of
conical delta wings with shock attached at the sharp leading edges.
This paper describes a computer program which uses the method of reference 1
and which is specially designed for circular- and elliptic-cone problems. The program
provides information including the shock shape, flow field, isentropic surface properties,
entropy layer, and force coefficients. A program for the delta-wing problems is
described in reference 2.
The present program has a built-in capability for three different, but related, cross
sections: circular, elliptic, and "bielliptic." The bielliptic cross section is one com-
posed of two ellipses with different axis ratios on the windward and leeward sides of the
body.
The mathematical method and coordinates are described very briefly, and the oper-
ation of the program is described in detail. A listing of the computer program is given
in appendix A together with a list of the subroutines and a flow chart. Appendix B pre-
sents sample computations.
METHOD OF LINES
The flow equations are initially written in a body-oriented, orthogonal, conical
coordinate system (r,ri,r) shown in sketch (a) where r is the distance along a conical
ray, 77 is the angle measured from the body surface to the ray in a plane r = Constant,
and T is a measure of the arc length along the intersection of the body surface with a
sphere of radius r centered at the body apex. Specifically, r is determined by
numerical integration on the unit sphere. The stream velocity vector V^ lies in the
YZ-plane of symmetry, and the origin of the arc length T is taken in the windward
plane of symmetry. All computations are made in the right half-plane. The integration
of the system of equations is facilitated by a coordinate transformation which maps the
region bounded by the shock and the body into a rectangular domain as shown in sketch (b).
The transformed variables are
where r\ = ??S(T) is the shock surface. Thus, £ = 0 on the body and £ = 1 on the
shock. Also shown in sketch (b) is the cylindrical polar angle i//; in the windward sym
metry plane i//= -£ in the leeward symmetry plane i//= £. For the elliptic cone attt 2
incidence the major axis lies in the XZ-plane and a is the angle of incidence, and for
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Sketch (b)
The ££-plane is divided by N lines parallel to the £-axis; the line 1=1 is
taken in the windward plane of symmetry and the line I = N is in the leeward plane of
symmetry. At each line the system of differential equations is reduced to a set of
ordinary differential-difference equations by replacing the derivatives 9/3 £ by finite
differences. The derivative of the Lagrange interpolation polynomial is used in this
program with an equal number of lines on either side of the line at which 3/3 £ is com-
puted; therefore, central differencing is obtained when the line spacing is equal. The
system of equations is integrated simultaneously along each line I = 1, . . ., N. The
differential equations along any line are coupled to those along the other lines through
the finite-difference approximations for the cross derivatives 3/31. The equations are
integrated by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The accuracy of this method allows
the use of relatively large integration steps. The integration step can generally be taken
in increments of -0.1 from the shock to £ = 0.1 and in increments of -0.05 and -0.625
thereafter except in calculations where resolution of the entropy layer is sought.
v
The initial values for the system of equations are determined from the shock rela-
tions once the shock shape is specified, and the equations are integrated numerically
from the shock to the body. An iterative process based on the Newton method is utilized
to adjust the shock shape to satisfy the conditions of flow tangency on the body. Usually
a very good estimate of the shock shape is required for a successful calculation. The
exception is the circular cone at moderate incidence (relative to the cone semiapex
angle); a tangent-cone approximation suffices for an initial estimate of the shock shape
for this case. In order to obtain a good initial estimate of the shock shape for the
elliptic cone provision is made to proceed by a series of steps from a simpler case or a
known solution. The procedure is completely automated for incrementing any one of the
five parameters: free-stream Mach number, cone angle, angle of incidence, axis ratio,
or ratio of specific heats.
PROGRAM OPERATION
Considerable flexibility has been built into the computer program in order to obtain
converged solutions in a wide variety of cases. The solutions in many instances are
very sensitive to the shock shape; consequently, they must be developed in incremental
steps from a simpler or known solution. Instabilities can arise in some cases, and a
change in some of the parameters involved will sometimes yield converged solutions.
A number of parameters can be adjusted which can affect the convergence and computing
time. Some discussion of these parameters is given with general recommendations for
their values.
Incrementation of a Parameter
A good estimate of the shock shape is required for successful convergence for all
cases other than the circular cone at small relative incidence, -^- < 0.5, where 90 iseo
the cone semiapex angle in the YZ-plane of symmetry. The built-in approximate shock
(NREAD = 0) is satisfactory only for starting the computation of circular or nearly cir-
cular cones at small incidence. The elliptic-cone solutions and the circular-cone solu-
tions at relatively large incidence can be constructed by changing the input parameters
through a sequence of steps from a known or easily calculated solution, a new converged
shock shape being obtained with each change of the input parameters1 (T, a, 9, M^, -y).
An extrapolation routine is used to predict a new shock shape for the new input
parameters.
' The converged values of tt . (where the subscript i is the line index) for thes,i
initial value of the parameter (PARAM) are used as the input values corresponding to a
small variation (DPRAM1) of the input parameter. Thus, the input parameter is changed
from its initial value (PARAM) to PARAM + DPRAM1. Typically, DPRAM1 is taken as
0.05 or 0.1 of the initial value of PARAM. Once the converged solution for this value of
the parameter is obtained, the TJ . for a new value of the parameter, corresponding tos,i
the sum of the initial value of PARAM and DPRAM (where DPRAM is the regular
increment), are computed by linear extrapolation. After three sets of converged rjg ^
•'•The variables discussed in this section are further described in the section
entitled "Input Description."
have been obtained corresponding to three values of the input parameter, a quadratic
extrapolation is employed. The computations continue in increments of DPRAM up to the
-fl-nal-value-ctf—PA-RAM-(PARAM-F-)-u-nless-some difficulty-is encountered-which can cause
the value of DPRAM to be halved. Some of these difficulties are discussed in the section
entitled "Limitations." The computation is then restarted from the last converged value
of PARAM once DPRAM has been halved. If DPRAM becomes less than DPRMIN the
computation is terminated.
A convenient method for computing an elliptic cone is to increment T
(INCRMT = 1) with the value of Q corresponding to the desired value for the elliptic
cone. The computation for a circular cone would start with a= 0° and NREAD = 0.
Typical values of the increments would be DPRAM1 = -0.05 and DPRAM = -0.1 or -0.2.
Once the computation has attained the final value of T, a second computation could be
made for increasing angles of attack. In this computation the last converged 71 . values
'corresponding to a= 0 would be read in (NREAD = 1 and NCNVRGB = 0). The
incrementation would then be made on a; thus, INCRMT = 2. Typical values of the
a-increments might be DPRAM1 = 0.1 and DPRAM = 1.0 or 2.0.
It is possible, through a simple modification of the program, to increment two (or
more) parameters simultaneously by establishing a functional relation between them.
This procedure is followed in cases where only the final combination of values of param-
eters is of interest. For example, to compute an elliptic-cone flow field with T = 0.6
and a= 4.0° one could take
T = 1., ALPHAD = 0., NREAD = 0, INCRMT = 1, NCNVRGB = 0,
PARAM = 1., PARAMF = .6, DPRAM1 = -.05, DPRAM = -.1
and set
ALPHAD = 4. *(1.-PARAM)/(1.-PARAMF)
after card A1490 of the MAIN program.
*'
Nonuniform Line Spacing
Included in the program are several options for obtaining a nonuniform line
spacing. One option allows the user to select three regions around the right half-body
so that in each region the physical line spacing is constant (equal AT) but can differ from
the spacing in the other two regions. This option is called when NSPACE = 2 and is
described in the section entitled "Input Description."
The other options are continuous transformations between the physical arc length r
and the computational coordinate £. In these options the computations are carried out
with equal increments A£, whereas the physical spacing AT is stretched in various
regions according to the option triggered by KTRANSF and the slope control parameter
SLOPE (see section "Input Description"). The basic transformation is the following
cubic polynomial relating r to £:
T = T0 +
where a is the slope control parameter dr/d£ at £ = £Q and has the FORTRAN
name SLOPE and b and £ aTe constants which depend on the choice of a and TQ.
There are three options, described as follows:
(1) KTRANSF = 1, identity transformation. This option gives T = £, that is, uniform
line spacing in both the physical and computational planes (sketch (c)). With SLOPE =1.0
as input, the program automatically uses TQ = £Q = b = 0. This option is the one which
has been generally successful for most body shapes, as explained in reference 1.
Sketch (c)
(2) KTRANSF = 2, high or low density of lines at ^ = 0°. In this transformation
option, TO is the value of T at i//= 0°, that is, TN/2. Then £o and b are given
by ," '
b = 1 - a
dr at both £ = 0 and £ = £N. When a = SLOPE is less than or
greater than 1, the physical line spacing is more or less dense, respectively, near
which give —=1.0
if/ = 0° than it is near the symmetry planes. Sketch (d) illustrates the transformation
when SLOPE < 1.0. The user may typically employ SLOPE < 1.0 when calculating the
flow over an elliptic cone with T < 1.0 in order to place relatively more lines in the
region of large curvature. For the same reasons, SLOPE > 1.0 may be used for the
elliptic cone with T > 1.0. Practical values of SLOPE range between 0.5 and 1.5.
(3) KTRANSF = 3, high or low density of lines at i// = 90 . In this option, the line
spacing can be made more or less dense near the leeward symmetry plane, i// = 90°, by
choosing a= SLOPE less than or greater than 1, respectively. The parameters of the
cubic polynomial are
T =o = 0
(|=0)




This transformation is illustrated in sketch (e) for SLOPE < 1.0.
Sketch (e)
Input Description
The following list contains the program input variables, which are arranged













Free-stream Mach number, M^
Ratio of specific heats, y
Semiaxis ratio of the elliptic cone, b/a, where b is
the semiaxis of the elliptic body in the YZ-plane of
symmetry (which contains the velocity vector,
sketch (a)) and a is the semiaxis in the XZ-plane
of symmetry
The cone semiangle in the XZ symmetry plane, 6,
degrees
Angle of attack, a, degrees
Number of lines. Line 1 is in the windward symmetry
plane and line N is in the leeward symmetry plane.
Must be an odd number to obtain force coefficients.











M = 0 for zero-incidence circular-cone solution
M = 2 for circular, elliptic, and bielliptic cones
Trigger for reading in shock shape
NREAD = 0 if the built-in approximate shock shape
is to be used. This shock shape is satisfactory only
for nearly circular cones at small incidence.
NREAD = 1 when input shock shape is to be read in
Line space trigger
NSPACE = 1 for equal line spacing in the computa-
tional plane (equal A£). The line spacing in the
physical plane (Ar) can be made nonuniform by selec-
tion of the parameters KTRANSF and SLOPE.
NSPACE = 2 gives piecewise constant line spacing
in three segments with NA lines in the first segment,
(NB-NA) lines in the second segment, and (N-NB) lines
in the third segment. Set KTRANSF = 1 and
SLOPE = 1.0. This option is not recommended. See
input card 8 for further description.
Trigger denoting which parameter oil card 1 ic to
be incremented
INCRMT = 1 increment T
INCRMT = 2 increment ALPHAD
INCRMT = 3 increment THETAD
INCRMT = 4 increment STMACH
INCRMT = 5 increment GAMMA
Print trigger
IPRINT = i full print including basic information for
each trial shock shape, output heading, and zeta print
blocks (flow-field data for each value of zeta) for








IPRINT = 2 prints only ZETA = 0 block for all
but the final (PARAMF) case in a series and full
print for PARAMF
Start selection trigger
NCNVRGB = 0 TJS values are found from the built-
in approximate shock shape (with NREAD = 0) or
are read in (NREAD = 1). See input card 9.
NCNVRGB = 1 one set of converged ?7S values are
read in which correspond to PARAM1. The program
uses those
PARAM.
77 values to start the calculation for
NCNVRGB = 2 two sets of converged 17 valuess
are read in which correspond to PARAM 1 and
PARAM2. The program extrapolates these 77 „S
values linearly to obtain ?j0 values to start the
D
computation for PARAM.
NCNVRGB = 3 three sets of converged 77,, valuesS
are read in which correspond to PARAM1, PARAM2,
and PARAM3. The program extrapolates these
quadratically to obtain 77 values to start the com-S
putations for PARAM.
Continuous line spacing transformation trigger. (See
section entitled "Nonuniform Line Spacing.")
KTRANSF = 1 identity transformation in conjunction
with SLOPE = 1 (see input card 4). Required for
NSPACE = 2. The computational coordinate £ is
equal to the arc length r.
KTRANSF = 2
If SLOPE < 1 the lines will be more dense in the
region fy = 0°.
If SLOPE > 1 the lines will be more dense in the













If SLOPE < 1 the lines will be more dense in the
leeward symmetry plane.
If SLOPE > 1 the lines will be more dense in the
windward symmetry plane.
Punched card output to be used for plotting. (See
section on "Output."
NPLOT = 0 no punched card output for plots
NPLOT = 1 punched card output for plots
Punched card output for TIS
NPUNCH = 0 no punched card output of TJS values
NPUNCH = 1 punched card output of rj valuess
for each pivotal shock shape
First value of STMACH, GAMMA, T, THETAD, or
ALPHAD to be computed in a series, with the
others held constant. (See definition of INCRMT.)
Final value of PARAM to be computed
First small increment used with NCNVRGB = 0 or 1
to perturb the results obtained v/ith PAEAM. Pro-
gram uses TJS values converged for PARAM to
start the computations for PARAM = PARAM +
DPRAM 1. Successful convergence for this new
value of PARAM gives the information needed for
linear extrapolation to the next value of PARAM
which is the sum of the original value of PARAM
and DPRAM. If NCNVRGB ^ 0 or 1, DPRAM1 is
a dummy input.
Incremental value of parameter used after first incre-
ment DPRAM 1. The magnitude of DPRAM must be













Minimum value allowed for DPRAM. If the program
runs into trouble during a series of parameter incre-
mentations, DPRAM is halved, possibly many times.
DPRMIN prevents wasted machine time in hopeless
cases.
Continuous line spacing transformation parameter.










\l/ = -90° and +90°
i// = +90°
\l/= -90°
Accuracy criterion on maximum normal velocity com-
ponent at cone surface. Usually 10~3 suffices for
three figures in shock shape and pressure distribution.
When the maximum magnitude of the normal velocity
component on the surface VMAX lies between VTEST
and VTEST1, a modified Newton method is incor-
porated, where the old Jacobian matrix of influence
coefficients is used (ref. 1).
Trigger for bielliptic cone computation
M2E = 0 for circular or elliptic cones
M2E = 1 for bielliptic cone. It is necessary to set
NSPACE = 1, KTRANSF = 1, and SLOPE = 1 for
M2E = 1.
-, where b is the semiaxis in the leeward YZ (vertical)
a
plane of symmetry and a is the semiaxis in the
XZ (horizontal) plane of symmetry. TU is the axis
ratio for the upper half of the bielliptic cone, and T
is the axis ratio for the lower half. This card is read












-This-card-is read-in only when—NSPACE- = 2.
Number of lines equally spaced in first segment;
must be an odd number to obtain force coeffi-
cients (sketch (f))
Line number at end of second segment; must be









XI is arc length along contour.
Sketch (f)
This card is read in only if NREAD = 1 and NCNVRGB = 6.
ETAS(I) -(I = 1, . . ., N) ?70 which are used to start the com-
0
Values of
putations for PARAM. See input card 2
description for NCNVRGB = 0.
The use of previously converged results for starting a series of related computa-
tions provides an economical method of using the program. Input cards 10 to 18 are used
for this purpose: input cards 10 and 11 are used when one converged case is read in
(NCNVRGB = 1); input cards 12 to 14 are used with two converged cases (NCNVRGB = 2),
and input cards 15 to 18 are used with three converged cases (NCNVRGB = 3). Thus, if
one had previously converged elliptic-cone cases for T = 0.8, 0.7, and 0.6, one could use
those three sets of rjs values with NCNVRGB = 3 to predict the starting shock shape
for some other value of T, say 0.5. Hence the input would include INCRMT = 1,
PARAM = 0.5, PARAM1 = 0.8, PARAM2 = 0.7, and PARAM3 = 0.6.
13
10 This card and input card 11 are read in only if NCNVRGB = 1.
See input card 2 description for NCNVRGB = 1.
PARAM1 Value of PARAM corresponding to ETAS 1(1)
11 ETAS1(I) (I = 1, . . ., N) Values of rjs corresponding to PARAM 1
12 This card and input cards 13 and 14 are read in when
NCNVRGB = 2. See input card 2 description for
NCNVRGB = 2.
PARAM 1 Value of PARAM corresponding to ETAS 1(1)
PARAM2 Value of PARAM corresponding to ETAS2(I)
13 ETAS1(I) (I = 1, . . ., N) Values of 77,, corresponding to PARAM 1
O
14 ETAS2(I) (I = 1, . . ., N) Values of rc corresponding to PARAM2
o
15 This card and input cards 16, 17, and 18 are read in only
when NCNVRGB = 3. See input card 2 description for
NCNVRGB = 3.
PARAM 1 Value of PARAM corresponding to ETAS 1(1)
PARAM2 Value of PARAM corresponding to ETAS2(I)
PARAM3 Value of PARAM corresponding to ETAS3(I)
16 ETAS10Q (I = ' ! , . . ., N) Values of n corresponding to PARAM1s
17 ETAS2(I) ( 1 = 1 , . . . , N) Values of TJO corresponding to PARAM2s
18 ETAS3(I) ( 1 = 1 , . . . , N) Values of TJS corresponding to PARAM3
Output
Among the first items printed are some of the input parameters (see section
entitled "Input Description") and, in addition, some preliminary computed quantities and
control parameters (described in the sections entitled "Auxiliary Definitions" and
"Secondary Parameters") which are not input data but which can be readily changed
within the program. Two sample computations are presented in appendix B.
14
Each pivotal (trial) shock shape and the resulting normal velocity components at
the cone surface are printed out regardless of the print option. (The N-variations of the
piv.otal shock.shape are not printed.). The-following_information is-printed: ETAS(I),
ETASP(I), CP(I) at shock, CP(I) at body, and V(I) at body for I = 1, . . ., N from left to
right. (CP is pressure coefficient and V is normal velocity component.) After the
print of V(I) at the body, the quantities KCOUNT, VMAX, EPSIG, SPACER, VMXTEST,
and DETERM are printed followed by DETA(I).
If IPRINT = 1 and a case has been converged (i.e., VMAX < VTEST), the full
results are printed, starting on a new page, with much of the preliminary information
repeated in an orderly fashion. This allows the printing for the preliminary iterations to
be separated and discarded if desired. If IPRINT = 2, only the final converged case in a
series is printed in full. For an explanation of full print, see sections "Summary Print
Block" and "ZETA Print Blocks."
The arc length TAU(I) and the transformed coordinate XI(I) are printed between the
summary print block and the zeta print blocks together with the body coordinates XO(I),
YO(I) and the shock quantities ETAS(I) and ETASP(I).
Windward- and leeward-line zeta limits.- Following the ZETA = 0 print block
are the limiting values of certain flow properties which are dependent upon the direction
of approach to the nodal-point singularity as described in reference 1. For the elliptic
cone with T < 1, a nodal point lies on the surface in both the windward and leeward sym-
metry planes. The values printed in the ZETA = 0 print block are the limits obtained
by approaching the symmetry planes along the surface. The limits corresponding to an
approach in the symmetry plane are tabulated under the headings "WINDWARD LINE
ZETA LIMIT" and "LEEWARD LINE ZETA LIMIT." For the circular cone and the
elliptic cone with T > 1, the windward stagnation point is a saddle point and all variables
are continuous there, hence the values printed in WINDWARD LINE ZETA LIMIT and the
ZETA = 0 print block are the same. For the elliptic cone with T > 1, a saddle point or
a nodal point may lie on the surface in the leeward symmetry plane, depending upon the
geometry and flow conditions. (The entropy function SBAR is printed under the heading
labeled "S.")
Force coefficients.- After the windward-line and leeward-line zeta limits, the aero-
dynamic force and moment coefficients are printed as well as the center-of-pressure
location. The quantities printed are coefficients of axial force (CZ), normal force (CY),
drag (CD), lift (CL), moment about X-axis (CM), and the coordinates of the center of pres-
sure (YEAR and ZBAR). The reference area for the force and moment coefficients is
the base area.
15
Plots.- The program has a plot option trigger, NPLOT, which can be used to obtain
punched card output for use in another program which, in turn, rearranges the cards in
an order suitable for plotting cross-flow streamlines and the cross sections of the body
and shock, as well as surface and shock pressure coefficients and surface quantities U,
W, RHO, and CROSSM as functions of i//. This second program is not included, however,
because each different computer system has its own variations in plotting routines and
requirements. It is hoped that the user can adapt the punched card output for these plots
to his specific requirements.
Appropriate labels for the cards are punched at cards A1600 and A1610, and the
body coordinates, polar angle 4>, and surface quantities are punched at cards A6020 to
A6100 of MAIN program. The quantity NZETA punched at card A6020 in the MAIN pro-
gram (computed at card L760 in subroutine PRINT) is a counter of the number of inte-
gration steps from the shock which is used in the plotting program. In subroutine PRINT,
the polar angle and shock pressure coefficient are punched at cards L550 and L560. The
coordinates of the shock and cross-flow streamlines are punched at cards L810 and L820.
Auxiliary Definitions
Several quantities appear in the printout of the preliminary iterations; some of
these quantities can be useful in evaluating the sequence of iterations. Those quantities
which have not been defined elsewhere are defined as follows:
Description
AAST Ratio of critical speed to free -stream speed
BETA The correction applied to each value of rj0, A??s
DETERM The determinant of the Jacobian, or influence coefficient, matrix.
(This matrix is normalized so that the sum of squares of the
elements of each row is 1.)
EPSIGMX Maximum value allowed for EPSIG. This parameter has been used
at times with EPSIG (see section "Secondary Parameters") com-
puted within the program as some fraction of VMAX. This pro-
cedure is not recommended. Set in card A2080 of MAIN program.
EPSIGOM Parameter for controlling step size during the numerical integration
of the body geometry. Used in cards C540 and C550 in subroutine














"Perturbation parameter: Changes to (r + EPSIVAR)rjs for
each perturbation integration. Set in card A2090 of MAIN program
and used in cards A8280, A8350, and A8370 of MAIN program.
Derivative of the quantity rjc with respect to the arc length r,s
dr?s/dr
Number of integration steps used to determine £(N)/2 in body
geometry computation
Total number of pivotaT and variational integrations (see NCYCLE)
Number of iteration cycles. The first cycle always consists of one
pivotal (trial) and N variational integrations to generate the
Jacobian matrix. Subsequent cycles may or may not include the
N perturbation integrations. No perturbation runs are made
when VMAX < VTEST1 (modified Newton computation) and the
old Jacobian matrix is used to obtain the corrections ATJ; in this
case a cycle is one integration. When VMAX > VTEST1 one
cycle consists of the pivotal integration and the N perturbation
integrations required to generate a new Jacobian matrix.
Free-stream total pressure referenced to product of free-stream
density and square of free-stream velocity
Relative angle of incidence, <V0O, where 9 is the cone semiapex
angle in the vertical (YZ) plane of symmetry
Maximum magnitude of normal velocity component on body surface
Velocity test parameter, computed in cards A2600 and A2610 of the
MAIN program and used in card A7860. If VMAX > VMXTEST
occurs during a parametric incrementation series, the increment
is automatically halved. VMXTEST is computed as 0.5 of the
minimum magnitude of the velocity component normal to the shock







Computational coordinate, £. The computational coordinate is
related to the physical arc-length coordinate r through the
function £ = £(T). The function can be chosen to alter the line
spacing in the arc-length variable r. See KTRANSF and SLOPE
in section entitled "Input Description."
Secondary Parameters
A number of parameters have been built into the program which control various







Control parameter for triggering the extrapolation to the
surface. When the G-function in the denominator of the
equations for the zeta derivatives becomes smaller than
EPSIG, the program extrapolates to obtain values of the
normal velocity component at the surface. Used in
cards J920 and J940 of subroutine EQNS and set in
card A2060 of the MAIN program. Normal value is 10~3.
This parameter must be reduced in value when small
integration steps are used near the body.
Parameters used when integration step size is automatically
varied. This option is not recommended. The program
uses a preselected step variation by setting DSMIN=
DSMAX at card K350 of subroutine RUNKUT2. The value
of EPSINT is set in card A2100 of MAIN program and is
used in cards K1300 and K1430 of subroutine RUNKUT2.
Sets the minimum distance between points to be used in the
formula for extrapolation to body surface. Used in
card K530 of subroutine RUNKUT2 and set in card A2070





















Arc tan (yo/xoV degrees
Arc tan fys/xs)> degrees
Cartesian coordinates of body in plane Z = 1
Cartesian coordinates of body referenced to
xo,max
Cartesian coordinates of shock in plane Z = 1
Cartesian coordinates of shock referenced to
xo,max
Value of 77 at shock, radians (see section on
"Zeta Print Blocks" for description of 77)
Angle between free-stream velocity vector and
tangent plane to shock, degrees
Computational coordinate (see section on
"Auxiliary Definitions")
Pressure coefficient at shock wave
Pressure coefficient at body surface
Zeta Print Blocks





Independent variable, 77/??s; £ = 1 at shock and
surface.


















Pressure p referenced to product of free-stream density
and square of free -stream velocity
Pressure referenced to product of free-stream density and
square of critical speed
Pressure referenced to free-stream total pressure
Pressure referenced to free-stream pressure
Density p referenced to free-stream density
u-, v-, w-components of velocity in r-, 77-, r-directions,
respectively, referenced to critical speed
Quasi -cylindrical velocity components in Z -direction, and
directions normal and tangential to body contour in plane
Z = 1, respectively, referenced to critical speed
Circular cylindrical velocity components normal and tangential
to a circle in plane Z = 1, referenced to critical speed.
UCC is same as UC.
Cartesian velocity components, referenced to critical speed
Arc tan (VX/VZ), degrees
Arc cos VY/\/(VX)2 + (VY)2 + (VZ)2, degrees
Cartesian coordinates referenced to x
Cartesian coordinates of cross-flow streamline (isentrope)
that intersects the shock at line I, referenced to x
O. XIlcwv
Angle measured in a plane normal to the body from a ray on
surface to ray in field, 17, radians
Function that appears as a factor in the denominator of most
of the equations for the ^-derivatives and which vanishes at




__DEQNS Function which-is a f actor-in-the-denominator-of-the—
equations for the ^-derivatives (D in ref. 1, p. 13).
It vanishes when a line £ = Constant becomes tangent
to a conical characteristic. This tangency can occur
only when regions of supersonic cross flow
(CROSSM g 1) appear.
AM \/TI 4- V 4- WLocal Mach number, ^———±J!L_









Cross-flow Mach number, VV
2
 + W'
Entropy function, S = log[(P/PINF)pyJ
Ratio of total pressure to free-stream total pressure
Total pressure referenced to product of free-stream
density and square of free -stream velocity
Error in Bernoulli equation,





dp du dv dw dS
 resDectivelv
dC' d?' d?' dSf d?* respectlvely
Finite-difference approximations f o r • ? , - - , - - ,
|2., ||, respectively
Accuracy Control Parameters
The accuracy of the computations improves with increasing number of lines N and
with increasing number of points NP in the cross-derivative approximation formula
only within certain limitations. Instabilities arise for computations at low free-stream
Mach numbers or for very flat (small T) elliptic cones, and the instabilities are
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accentuated for the larger values of N. The integration step size, particularly near
the body surface, can also influence the accuracy of the final results. Recommended









Integration step size from shock to body. Set in cards K420, K430,
K440, andK450 of subroutine RUNKUT2. Recommended values
are
DS = -0.1 for 0.1 < ZETA ^ 1.0
DS = -0.05 for 0.05 < ZETA ^ 0.1
DS = -0.025 for 0.025 < ZETA i 0.05
DS = -0.0125 for 0 < ZETA ^ 0.025
Number of lines
For circular cones at small incidence (RANGLE < 0.5) or elliptic
cones of moderate axis ratio (1. ^ T % 0.7) and small incidence,
N = 5 t o l l .
For circular cones at large incidence (RANGLE = 0.5) and elliptic
cones at any incidence, N = 13 to 19.
Number of points used in computation of cross derivatives. Set in
card A620 in MAIN program.
NP = 3 for computations where computing time is a prime
consideration
NP = 5 for most computations. Larger values increase the
computing time substantially with little change in the overall
results. The accuracy with NP = 5 is noticeably better than
with NP = 3.
Convergence criterion on the maximum normal velocity component
at the body surface
VTEST = 10-3 to ID'4 for most cases
VTEST = 5 x 10~3 for relatively flat elliptic cones (T £ 0.25)
where convergence is difficult
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-VTESTl Parameter-f or ^ selection, of regular-or modified Newton-method
The modified Newton method is used after all the normal velocity
components on the body are less than VTEST1
VTEST1 = 0.01 to 0.05 for most cases
VTEST1 = 0.001 for relatively flat (T g 0.25) elliptic cones
The quantity DPRAM, which is the increment in the parameter being varied in the
computations, can have a significant influence on the overall computing time. Values of
this parameter can only be established on the basis of experience. For example, if the
incrementation parameter is the angle of attack, DPRAM =2 .5 may suffice for circular
cones at Mach numbers larger than 3, whereas the value of DPRAM required for an
elliptic cone may be considerably smaller. The automatic incrementation routine has a
built-in provision for reducing the size of the increment as required. See section on
"Incrementation of a Parameter."
Entropy-Layer Computations
The values of some of the parameters must be changed in order for computations
to be carried into the entropy layer. These computations have to be carried out in a
sequence of steps by using the converged shock shape from one sequence as the input
values for the next sequence of computations. The magnitudes of the quantities VTEST,
EPSIG, SPACER, and DS must be reduced in stages. Setting SPACER=EPSIG is recom-
mended for all computations. One satisfactory procedure has made use of a systematic
step-size reduction (for example, a halving mode for DS) for values of ZETA less than 0.1
with EPSIG = 10.*VTEST. The quantity VTEST was then reduced in a sequence of com-
putations, the first with VTEST = 10-4, the second with VTEST = lO'6, and so forth.
The computation was continued in stages until VTEST was 10~*0.
Limitations
The computations may become very sensitive to the accuracy of the shock descrip-
tion, or fail completely, for the following conditions:
(1) Angle of attack equal to or greater than the body apex half-angle in the vertical
(YZ) plane of symmetry. Three factors contribute to the difficulty in obtaining a solution:
(a) the shock wave on the leeward side approaches tangency with the free-stream Mach
cone which is a singularity of the equations, (b) the cross flow becomes locally supersonic
which signals the onset of embedded shock waves, and (c) the computed pressures in the
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flow field or on the body become very small. The computations can often be continued to
larger angles of attack by reducing the number of lines. Use can also be made of the
option of altering the body shape on the leeward side to avoid some of the computational
difficulties for cases where the flow on the windward side is of primary interest. For
this option set M2E = 1 and TU > T in the input. See section "Input Description."
(2) Very flat elliptic cone. The pressure gradients in the cross-flow direction
became large as the axis ratio T becomes small, thus dictating a relatively large num-
ber of lines to construct the solution to good accuracy. However, instabilities arise for
a large number of lines (ref. 1) and it becomes necessary to use fewer lines than would
otherwise be desirable. Some roughness in the computed results will generally be evident
When T £ 4 but this is dependent on the angle of attack. Computations for' smaller T
can be made for small angles of attack but the results will be more irregular. The max-
imum number of lines recommended is N = 19.
(3) Low Mach number. The computations become very sensitive to the accuracy of
the shock shape at the low supersonic Mach numbers. If difficulty is encountered for
MOO < 2, say, the solution can sometimes be obtained by reducing the number of lines. In
general, the method fails for slender cones at low supersonic Mach numbers, a condition
which produces a weak shock.
Special System Features
The program is written in FORTRAN IV for the Control Data 6000 series computer
system. Some changes may be required for other systems. The word length of this com-
puter is 60 bits, so double precision should be used on systems with 32- or 36-bit word
lengths. Some seven-character variable names have been used in the program which
may not be acceptable to other systems. At card A1330 a test is made on the input values
of T and a. If they are exactly 1.0 and 0., respectively, the zero-incidence circular-
cone solution (using only one line) is triggered. Some computers may not store an exact
1,0 or 0., even though they are inputs, hence an appropriate test would need to be substi-
tuted. The program requires a field length of 70 Kg to compile and execute on the
CDC 6000 series computer system at Langley Research Center.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,









PROGRAM LISTING, LIST OF SUBROUTINES, AND FLOW CHART
The computational program listing is given in this appendix together with a list of
subroutines and a flow chart.
Program Listing
The computational program listing is as follows:
p
COMMON SBAR ( 3O | . DSBDZ ( 2O 1 • SB A«P ( 2O > . DSB ( 20 ) . DSB2 ( 2O 1 . DSB3 ( 2O » . OSB
t X(?" l
COMMON <TRANSF .SLOPF
apOPT i ( 2O> .PTOPT i ( 2 o > ,PT(2o i .POASTSO<?C> .POP INF (20 i .CPHOOVCZO)
nl "FNSION OMOLD'2'1.?*')
COMMON XBLWX6/ N*T.P
CP"wON RLOr.K 1 NF£nc-o IN MP.L GRANGE' PER 1 V2
INPIINrH- 83°
READ is.i34 i SLOPE . 870
1 0 C 890
so r. • 930
6O READ ( 5 . 1 35 1 M2E 94O
80 *cn'INT = O 960
90 NL INFP1 = N+ 1 970
1OO NA«1 980
I 10 ANA-n. 990
\ZO N*- ' 1000
1 3O BNB ". 10IO
I*O NM1 M-1 1020
15O NP1 M+l . 1030
1 7O NCNVRf.«NCNvRGR 1 050
200 PR1 NT 1 56 . VT^ST . VTFc T I 1 080
2|O PRINT 16O. SLIPE.KTRANSF . 1O90
220 IF (w2E.EO.01 PRINT 180. "2fT 1100
300 GO Tft a U BO
330 no «i 1 = 1 .N 1210
35tl GO Tn 8 1 23O
3BO
Fni'li/ALFNr^- (o.n^  iru i 46"
r A L L n a T i " * ( i n f l T F l a9o
PRINT | 0 5,0
PPINT 1 9. IOATF 5?f!
PP 1 NT 1 ? 54 0
OR I NT I 4 5^0




••0 - ZERO-IHCtOCNCf (CIRCULAR CONE 66O
7flO










f,0 T^  16





































PRINT 167. P ANGLE
GAMX*] (/GAMMA
COS*LP-COS i ALPHAS i
•ELECTION or •OOT oeeHCTRT "-o - zno-iMctocNCB ciMcuuAf) co»e.
»«* C I ItCU. A* AND ELLIPTIC COPC5













































CALL SHOCK « I ) A25BO
CPSMnC'C ( I ) =CP t 1 ) ?64O
26 CONT|NL'F 26«5O
GO Tf 32 267O
27 HO 2o 1*1 .N 2680
1X1=1-1 2690
1-2=1-? 2700
\f ( 1 .FO.2i |«-i =1 27.10
IF < 1 < F Q . 2 ) |M?=2 274O




1 1 ( JJM] ) - x i I JJM? ) ) »S*»«R( JJ) A28?O
XI1T = .*»ANI^/nFNOM A2B«SO
IF (JJ.NE.2) f.n TO in A286O
X1^T = r-. A2870
SBARMX-SRARI JJ ) A2B80




GO TO ?« ' *W?
IF (NCNVRGB.EO.I.AND.L1.FO.1) GO TO I 32
IF INCNVRGB.EO.3.ANO.L I .F.O. 1 ) GO Tp o(j
C COMPUTE INITIAL VALUES FOB INTEGWATION
21 CONTINUE
PRINT 168. NCYCLE.IOATE
















































































CALL LGRANGE I 1 .^ P.->*L I N^S.NHFBUG • X I II 1 .VI .tl.X. V.DvDX
FI(J ]=TEP"l-e''VC»0l I IXPMOC I )-UI I >»*2-UP| T )»»2































DO 4T I-LMT1 .LMT
IF ri.EO.1 . ) RHO< 1 )> (P| I l/POPGAMM)*>GAwix
1 I )/PnPGAww>»«GA*.y

































IF MS,CN.NF. son. ANH.NT, -S. .0.2^ 0.,.^ . .S.GN+M NP = 3
c.n T^  -se
s« PNTJNHF
"f. FIC,M=1
R7 MT] - 1
MT |MC^=1
"« DPI 1 l=.l."





























r COMPUTE SPECIAL QUANTITIES FO» PRINTOUT
r
*,;> no f,t i =1 .N
CAUL niRco<; 1 1 >
POPT 111 )=P( I l/PT INF
PTOPTl 1 1 )-|PQROGAM{ | ,/AA)** (-1 .XIGAMMA-1 . ( )
PTI 1 irPTOPTI C 1 )»PT|NC
IF ( ( ,FO. 1 I GO TO *i~*
IF < | .e-Q.Nl GO TO 64
r,o Tn ^^
IF IwPF.FOtl t POINT ]71
PPINT 147, 2FTA
LPRIwT=l
IF ( |FtJN( 1 . 1 )*nFiiM( 1 ,1 I ) .r.F.n.
 ( GO TO 69
07ETTAS-FUNI | . ] i
no '.- i = i . N
r COMP'lTF PRESSURE COFFFICIFNT AT SURFACE
IF .MPUJT.FO.*, BO ,~ 7,
PlJNC" IF?. «U( 1 1. = ,N
PUNCH |S?. IW( 1 1 . = .-N
PUNCH 152, cRMOf i .
 =i ,NI
A«S2?O PUNCH 152. < CROSS" ( 1 1 • I = I -N 1 A610O
A5230 'I «» NT 16? *6JtO
A524P W NT 161 . A6120
A5260 PR NT 163 A6140
A527O P" NT 161 A6150
AS33Q IF (NPP1NT.NE.2 ) GO TO 73 A6210
A5350 <"
A5360 C COMPliTF FORCF ANO MOwFNT COFFF I C 1 FNTS
A537O <"
A5380 CALL FMCOfTFS < N.NA .NO .NSPACF - X 1 . A .M. A A , A A A . P . A2 . A 1 . A4 ,GY . YO. S INALP
A3390 1 .COSnLP.r,2B)
A542O r T=:ST^ FOR CONVF RG^NCe
A5430 r
AS««0 nrt 7fl I =1 -N
A5470 74 rONT IM'.IF
A.,420 1 (NCVCLF.GT.1.ANO.VMAX.LT.VTESTI t NSK1P«I
A5570 r
A5580 C. "FGlMNING OF PRINT R.lN
5590 r
56?0 IF (M.FO.2) GO TO 101
5640 IF (M.NE.t) GO TO 7fl
A 5660 C-






A5B30 lc <»'rNvPr.tGF.3 ) GO TO 91
A56SO no 8" I =1 ,N
A58RO GO TP 1 32
A 589 *^ HO r>T t * 1 *M
A59| 00 *a 1=1 ,N
A 593 fl4 r.ONT t NtfF
AB900 00 fl" 1 "1 •*
A^niP r,o TI 132
A60TO NCNVDG=NCNVRG-1
A6040 OO 0" 1 «1 ,N












































































*n no 9a i =i ,N
I.-.,, '
i .1 , ,
i P > i
0 00 1 =1 ,M
HE" AD I MR PRINTOUT FOR T AvLOW-MACCOLL
inn BR «JT |4Q
=P NT 141. WIC.O.
IF (W2E.F0.1) PRINT 179. «?£,TU
,r,,=»,~T.E0.2..«>.».».-.«.P.-.«F,P»,~T OUT ONU, ., ZET.,0
101 CONTINUE
PRINT 138
PRINT I 67, RANGL?
IF (M2F..F.Q.1 ) PRJNT 179, M2F.TU





KCOUNT * If COUNT* 1
NPIVcNPW+t
IF (NCOUNT.GT.l) GO TO 11?
PIVOTAL RUNS
103 DO 104 HI ,N




























































IF (H|P t V.FO. 1 .AMD.
C NS«I&=1 IS TMF -*OO
ir;r;f' ' s'
<•
IF (VCNVRG.FD. I I C
,„, ™,:,f,^ - E-' f
f>n i ^ R i s i . N
GO Tn Rl






GO Tn | 30
C
DO 1 14 1 »l ,N
r,O Tn ?i
c
116 no i i 7 i « i . N
DO 1 | 9 I « 1 . N
no its j-t.N
i la Of i. jj=nnot.nt i, ji
1 19 CONTINUE
12O DO 173 l»l ,N
RO 1?1 J«l .N
121 CONTjNUE
TFWP.SORT (SO SUM )
no i?2 J-I.N
Rl l.l )-Bf 1.1 I/TEMP
IF <nETERM.LT.O»O>
TO 1 ) 1
N.^ O.l 1 T-O TO 1 1 1






































































IF ("ETEBM.Gf .".Ot rtn TO 128
IF <«<NVO&.EO.OI STOO 6666
IF CJCNVOG.FO.I ) r,O TO 124
C,fJ Tri 12*
i IF (MCNVOG.FO.? ) r,O TO '
IF |*CNVPG.GF,31 GO TO '
, no !37 I si .N




































,*.„„,, .P,».B, a"5MU<" *"•«•"•*•«•<" -'«•»•«•*«-•" "«•»•
FOR»*T I2M V/f lxaF16.8H
FORMAT (Se-16.81
FORMAT C 1 31H u RHO S POROGAM U
r vr we vx w vr
BT/PT1NF />
f ORMuT (/7PH tf INDWA
RO LINF Z F T A L I M l T x i
n LINE ZFTA L IM IT / ,
FOWMAT </7H EPSIG=fM f t.B.2X.BHEPSIGMX=E16.8.2X.7HSPACER=ei6.b.2X.8H
FORMAT 1/8M RANGL.FSF,6.B/1
FORMAT (20H A2617 COMPLETED AT . 2A 1 0 1
FORMAT I/35H NCNVRG=^ AND I CANNOT HALVF DPRAMI/>
CORMAT <///44H SURFATE PROPERTICS NOT COORECTEO FOR M2E=!///>
FORMAT (/ /42M 0*V[S-nLO-A2617-APPLIED MECHANICS -9-8-691
FORMAT (15H 6EONIF. KLUNWCERl
FORMAT < 1 X8EI6*Bl

































f fl 4] 0
<- P 410
1 1*1 B a«o
xi i i i-^.O R ««n
xn 1 1 i = o.r> p Aftn
von i = -flB a 471
Gxl I i=2.»XO( 1 ) B 4HO
GV{ I i = 2.*vO( 1 , a 490
GXXt I 1=2. 0 5nO
GWC | )*?. 8 5IO
2 NITFC:? P 560
C S S70
r R 5"C
NINT^I ' p &nn
NOUAn=l 0 610
F(l 1=0.0 B 620
F r 2 l r O . O B 63O
nS»."l»AB B 640
nFit
 (=ns B 6«0
C INTEGRATION W I T H XO




CHFC>^1=AB/SOOT( 1 . + T**2 l B 720
nO 6 INTCNTM . tOOOOO B 740
CALL DERI V CNINT.NCHANGE.NDEBUG.T.AB.F.DF.NF.XOO.XIH.SLOPE.BSLP.AS B 75O
IF (NCHANGE.E0.1.ANO.ABS(CHECKI-F,i».LF.l.E-07i GO TO » B B2O








J.LE.l .E-0"*) GO TO 3









r.ONT I Ni IF







I f N ) = X ! N
O T« 1 1
Sl_P = 5LOPP
|P = -i.»TAl)Rr (2.*SLOPe*i . ,






















































IF (MSPACE.FO.l 1 OX 1= AN/FLOAT) INTIO)
NCHAN(GF=|
VOM ) = -T flB
F ( 2 l = X O ( 1
F ( 3 ) = V O ( )
OF ( i i=nx
IF (M2F.. a. 1 ) r-O TO ?1
no 2" 17=?. N
1LP)
IF ( ABS(F ( 1 )-x 1 ( 1 Z) 1 .LE. 1 .E-10) GC IO 16
1O 17
nxlHtc^Dxf
DX] =Xl t IZ)-F| 1 )
r>Ff i i^oxi
1? cowrrivt/P
IR IF (NSDflcF.rn. i > nxi=nxiHLn
IF CvSPaCF.FO. ] ) rin
 t ) =OX1
nF( 1 i=nxi





























































31 IF IwCEBUG.FO.l» GO TO 33
r>o n? i =1 ,M
HO ne
36 IF (M.FO.OI
A K B I | ) = - A f i I I )
PStfl( | )=57.29
3261O 'l-O)

































FORWfiT <6H XI ( I IX (RF] 6«9 > )
>
DIMENSION F(NF1. DF 1 NF > > FC 1 NF » . OFC(NF). Ad 1 ( NF ) . AB2(NF). AB3(NF
IF (NDEBUG.FQ.O) PRINT 10. NF, F ( 1 | , F (2 ) . DF ( 1 1 . DF ( 2 >
OFC< | )=DF( I )
FC( 1 i=F(I 1
IF <NOEBUG.FO.O1 PRINT 1 I . OS
OFC1 ,=r)S
DO 3 1=2, NF
AB1 ( | )=DS»OFC 1 )
F(l )=FC I I ) + OS 2.
IF (NOEBUG.EO 0) PRINT 12. < I • AB 1 < 1 1 . F ( I | , I > 1 .NF ]

































:: rS£" !:;:?H!:^ :^ :?H«!:!^ !6:S:?x:^ F";:p:°:S!
1 ^Lol^ L^  DE"IV 'NIN ' NGE D-"Ul- 7 *' ° °°
nl"FwS|ON F(NF). f)F(wF)
GO Tn ( | .S). NINT
1 GO TO (2.3). NCHANGfT
GO Tn 4
FBI=T»SORT( AB**2-*nO»*2)
IF INCHANGE.EO.I I OF (2 ) =-SQRT ( A2 1 )X( Al [ »GY 1 )






































































1 X ( ? " 1















On 4 1 1 = 1 .M=>
IF ( IXZ*NUM.GT .ML INF^ 1 NI.P* 1 =NU"1
) * G T . A I lx?= 1











QUAN«ETAS(N1 )-ETASl 1 )
fiO 1 I«2.LZ
IF INnFBUG.FQ.O 1 POINT 5. I . X 1 ( 1 1 .QUAN2 . FT AS I 1)
1 CONTINUE
no ? 1=1 .LZ
J» ETAStNl »M=FTAP(M1-I )




SUBPHUT INE LGHANGF ( 1 .NP.NL 1 NES .NOEBUG . XO, XREAL • VRE*L .X , V . DVDX )
COMMON /BLOCKl/ 1 STL .NCVCt-F .NCOUNT . 1 S 1 CM
NE« CN*>-1 1/2
N=NE4>1 *
IF (NnFPUG.FO.il PRINT 9
IF (NDEBuG.EO.n) PRINT 1O, 1 .NP.NL1NES. I STL . IS I GN, NCOuNT .NCYCLE .NE
I .XO
IF <NOEBUG.EO.O> PRINT 11. < 1 1 .XREAL I I I ) .YQFALt 1 I » . 1 I = 1 . NL 1 NE S )
X(N).XPFAL( I 1
YCN)«VREAL( I 1




50O 12 FORMAT I l X3I3/I8FI6." ) )
5?O SURP«UTINF DIRflO?. ( 1 )
b30 r-
550 r.
50 <JDC2n(.BERNOUL<20 ).XS«AR(2O P . YStiAS < 2O I « HMO 1 SEN (20 ) .UIS£N(2O)
7O IX(2"t
130 COMMON /ERROR/ ER<12 ).ER" I I2).BI_<( 12)
160 2POPTI r20) .PTOPTI (20) ,PT<20t .POASTSO«2O ) .POP! NF (£o ) .CPBOOY(2oi
20O OUAN)«CON|/SO»T( 1 ( )
210 OUAN"CON?/SORT( Zt 1
230 OUAN«*CON]/SpPT( 2( 1






























A] 3>-OlJAN|-A4 ( | )»OuA-,'2
SINPM|R-SIN(PHIOI
rOSPw 1 R "COS ( PM I D )
RF Tl ION
FORMAT (3H I-IS/tflEl A. 81 1























VSf>AR( | J «YS I 1 /'-P
RFTUON
•> FOR"flT M7H 5URROUTINF SHOCK)


















FLOW OUANTITTFS AT SHOCK
EXFCllTIVE SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE DERIVATIVES POO INTEGRATION
OW1 < 20 1 •n*'2<2n 1 • DW3 ( 2O > « DW1
COMMnN KTRANSF. SLOPE




BFTA ( I i=BETAR»RAD
ISINB Tfl**2>
I?-(G MMA-I . 1 1
U( 1 1 VR/AAST
STOP































2POPT] (2O) .PTOPT1 I2O) .PTI2O > .POAST5O ( 20 1 . POP 1 NR I2OI .CPBOOY(20)
COMMON ^BLOC<6/ NEGP
IF (NO RtiG.rO. "I PRIMT 6
IF (M E.^ ) GO TO 1
WP M » . n
GO Tn
i no 4 i .N
no 2 »I .NLINFS
YPfTAL Xt«F(lN( tx, 1STL 1








































1 OO 10 1 = 1 .N
ANU"=2.*FUNI 1 ,1 >*FTAc( 1 )
IF (Ol I I .LT.T.O I FT A ( 1 ] = ANUM/(OI 1 1-SQRT1 )
[F (NCFBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 12, BLK ( 1 ) , 1 .ETAS I I ) .ETASP1 1 LET A I I ), ANUM.S




























ZFONSf 1 I .FUN< 1.1)
10 6
PT I NT 13
DC1 Tl fON
UN [!.?)= JNC ( .2
UN I I .3)= (NCI .3
UN 11.5)= INC 1,5


































CON1 =S1N(PTA ( I ) )
CON2=COS(FTA ( I i )
H>CON2-AKR( I )«(!ON1
STOP 1201
2 TANS!G = -FTA.SP( I 1/H
SIGMa = ATANtTANMGl
DENOM*EXP(FUN( I .6) )
NE P = O
PR NT 14
RF UPN
BEBNOULC 1 1 = 1 ,-<2.«GAMMA«FUN< 1 , 3)XiRMO( I )»(GAMMA-1 . ) J+BUSO* AAST* «2 )
1 /OENrtM
STOP 1203
IF (NDE8UG.EO.O > PRINT 12, BLK ( 3 ) , [ ,RHO ( ( ) , ASO
PRINT 12> ERR <«(. I .BHO( I ) .FUNi I . 3).RUSO.ASO
B AMU >-SORTtAAST**2»BltSO/ASO)
1 .* ) )




































TFRVT = F(JN( 1 , 1 1/2. 440
1 T4»nv4( I ) 1 550
IF IMPRINT. FO. 1 ) FUN(I.t)=O.C _ 5BO
14, FUN (I.4). B'UN (1,1) - 6OO
IC4«Dll4< 1 ) ( 620
1C4*D»4[ 1 ) ) 640
1C4*OW4I IU ' - 660
1 +FAC4»DSB4 (1)1 ' 680
FUN (1,1 1«O.O 690





11 FORWftT ( i&H SURROUTIwF pONS)
12 FORMAT ( 1 7M SUfROUT INF F.QNS .1XIA6. I5/(BE I6.B1 1
11 FORMAT (1HH nFON<: tS NFSAT1VF»
?POPTi (?O).PTOPTI (21) ,PT(20) ,POASTSO(20) .POP INF(2n).CPROPY(2O)
CO"*M^N /RLOCk-ft/ NFGP
IF (MDFPUG.NF.I J r-n TO ?
TO 1" 1 = 1 .N








330 • r,o TO la
NCCNT=NCrNT




















































































no ?i 1=1 ,N
00 ?1 NXF=2.NF
1 P4 II .NXF) )
no 2? 1-1 .N
RETURN
GO Tn 9
25 IF <nSMIN.FQ.DSMaxi PETURN
RS*i.9»ns
DO 2* 1-1 .N



































































XBHLn( 1 )=XHAR( 1 )
IF (NPLOT.PO.I) PUNCH 28. ( CPSHOCK ( M • 1 - 1 .N )
GO To 11
DO 6 I=2.«JM]
DO 7 1 1 = 1 .NM1
IF <CBAR< I 1 ).LF..SHA«HLDI 1 ) .ANO,S"3AR{ 1 1 + 1 1 .GE .SHARHLD ( 1 ! ) GO- TO 6
IF (T.GT.l . .ANn.SBORHLDI 1 + 1 ) .GT.SBARHLDI 1 ) > GO TO 7
r,o TA 7
R( 1 l + t )-?ROR( I I »









XBHLnl 1 )>XR«R( I )
XOML"(N)=XBAP(N)
YBHL1< 1 I=YBAP(1 1
PRJNT 24. NAME(l). P ( 1 > . 1 =LB . LL )
PRINT 2«. NAMF4M2 . (ROASTSO < I ) . I =LB .LL 1
































To 1 12. 1« > . LPRINT
LI. + !
N' ?fi
TO ( 12.18 >« LPRINT
LL+I
TO 1 1 2, 1 B ) • LPRt NT
N
TO Mp.,fl,. LPRtNT
MT 24. NAMF ( 1 ) . 1 DS 1 SD ( l.IaLB.LL)


































































f REDUCE NON-PIVOT I

































































Executive subroutine for computation of body
geometry
Runge-Kutta integration for body geometry
Computation of derivatives for body-geometry
integration
Computation of approximate shock shape for
NREAD = 0
Establishes line arrangement, accounts for
symmetry where appropriate, for computation
of XI derivatives for function DIF
Computation of direction cosines of R, ETA,
TAU coordinates
Computation of flow quantities behind shock
Executive subroutine for computation of deriva-
tives for integration of equations
Computation of zeta-derivatives for integration
of equations
Runge-Kutta integration of equations
Print instructions
Computation of force and moment coefficients
Solution of simultaneous linear equations to eval-
uate corrections DETA to the shock shape




























Compute initial values for integration by
a) Call LGRANGE (to compute ETASP)
' Compute ETA H, HK, SIGMA
Call DIRCOS (to compute direction cosines)






Integrate equations from ZETA = 1. to ZETA = 0.
/ SUBROUTINE DERIV2
{ (executive subroutine





















If print run and plotting is
desired, punch cards
/ SUBROUTINE FMCOEFS



























^P ARAM. NE. PAR AMF)
(This will cause program
to print ZETA = 0
conditions only.)
(This will give a complete
printout from ZETA » 1





T SUBROUTINE PRINT ^






NCOUNT » NCOUNT + 1
KCOUNT « KCOUNT + 1






















(This path is modified Newton




Two computations are presented which illustrate the operation of the program. The
first computation makes use of the built-in approximate shock shape to start the calcula-
tions for the zero-incidence circular cone after which T is decremented to obtain the
solution for an elliptic cone with T = 0.6. The second solution uses the converged values
of 71 for T = 0.6 to start computations which increment the angle of attack up to 4°.
O
The central processor times, including compilation, for the first and second cases,
respectively, were 171 seconds and 116 seconds on the CDC 6600.
Explanations of sections ol the sample-computation output are provided at the end
of this appendix. Circled numbers at the left side of each section indicate the appropriate
explanatory note. These notes describe the first two sets of computations in the first
case, the circular cone at zero incidence and the elliptic cone at zero incidence with
T = 0.95. The printout for other values of the parameters is similar to that which is
annotated.
The input for the first case is
Input card Description
1 STMACH = 8.0, GAMMA = 1.4, T = 1.0, THETAD = 10.0, ALPHAD = 0
2 N = 9, M = 2, NREAD = 0, NSPACE = 1, INCRMT = 1, IPRINT = 2,
NCNVRGB = 0, KTRANSF = 1, NPLOT = 0, NPUNCH = 1
3 PARAM = 1, PARAMF = .6, DPRAM1 = -.05, DPRAM = -.1,
DPRMIN= -.05
4 SLOPE = 1.
5 VTEST = .001, VTEST1 = .03
6 M2E = 0
The input for the second case is
Input card Description
1 STMACH = 8.0, GAMMA = 1.4, T = 0.6, THETAD = 10.0, ALPHAD = 0.
2 N = 9, M = 2, NREAD = 1, NSPACE = 1, INCRMT = 2, IPRINT = 2,




3 PARAM = 0., PARAMF = 4.0, DPRAM1 = 0.5, DPRAM = 2.0,
DPRMIN= 0.5
4 SLOPE = 1.
5 VTEST = .001, VTEST1 = .03
6 M2E = 0
7 ETAS(I) values from first computation for T = 0.6
Input Cards for First Sample Case
80000000+01 14000000+01 10000000+01 100COOOO+02 00000000+00
9 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1




Conical Flow About Elliptic Cones by the Method of Lines
With Incrementation of a Parameter
N= 9 M=2 NREAD=0 NSPACE=1 NP= 5 NCNVRG=0
NA= 1 ANA = 3. NB= ! 8NB= 0.
VTEST= l .OOOOOCOOE-03 VTEST1= 3.OOOOOCCOE-02









STHACH- e.OOIOCOOOE+OO GA*MA= 1.40000COOE+00 T- I.OCOOOOCQE+00 THE TAD- 1.OOOOOOOOE+01 ALPHAO" 0. .
EPS I COM* J.COOCCCCCE-C;
JUST- 4.23895624E-01
• VTEST- l.OOOOOCOOE-03 VTEST1« 3.00300000E-02
j H2E* 0
I SLOPE- l.OOOOCCCE + CC KTRANSF= 1
; RANGLE- 0.
; EPSIG- l.OOCOOCOOE-03 EPSIG*X= 1.01000000E-03 S»ACEP- 1 .OCOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR= 1. OOOOOOOOE-C8 EPSINT> 2.50000000E-02









_ KCOUNT- 1 V»-AX- 1.4701I2?2f-02 cPSIG- 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 SPACER- 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 VMXTEST- 1.1222242BE-01
~ 06 T A





CPU I AT SHOCK
5.9'.257080E-02





N= ' M=0 NREAO=0 NSP4C
A- 1 ,*OOOOOCOE*00 T- 1 .OOOOOOOOE»00 THETAD= 1 . OOOOOOOOE*0! ALPhAD» 0.
NP- 5 NCNVRG»0
SLO^E* l.OOroOCCCE+OU KTPANSF= 1





















































M1NDWARC LINE ?ETf t LIMIT
U P VC S PO <*OG AM UC VC WC
2.3046E+00 2 .T6B6E+CO B.2482C-02 1.2120E-02 2.2696E+00 4.0020E-01 6.8639E-16 0.
L E E W A F D LINE 2ETA LICIT
U PHC S PORGGAH UC VC MC












VTEST- 1.00000CCOE-C3 VTEST1" 3.00000000E-02
M2E- C
SLO"E- :.OOCOOCOOE«00 UTRANSf- 1
RANGLE" 0.
INTCMT- 562
EPSIG* 1 i.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIGHX* 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 SPACER' ?.OOCOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR* 1.00000000E-C6 EPSINT- 2.50000000E-02
KCrCLE- 1 AT C8/04/71 It.23.12.
ETAS
5.M258243E-02 5.21Z582«t-02 5.Z12S«2«E-02 5.2125S263E-02 5.2125a2b3E-02 5.21258263E-02 5 ,;U582I>3E-02 5.2129B2&3E-02
5.21258263E-02
ETASP
-1.70«3728«E-15 -1.78294J02E-15 -5.61I36102E-1? -3.1»65«334E-16 -3.14659334E-16 -3.1«65933*E-16 -2.1»65933«E-16 -3.1»65933*€-16
3.1598I575E-15
CPU) AT SHOCK
5.91257080E-02 5.81257080E-02 5;81257080E-02 5.81257C80E-02 5.81257080E-02 5.81257080E-02 5.8!257080E-02 5.81257080E-02
5.81257080E-02
CP(1 I AT ZETA-0
6.84873446E-02 6.84873446E-02 6.84873446E-02 6.84873446E-02 6.84B73«*6E-02 6.84873446E'02 6.8^873446E-02 6.84873«*6E-02
6.8«873«46E-C2
. V




J*^.2__M?Z_NREAp_?l NSPACE-1 NP- 5 NCNVRG-0
JU» 1 __ ANA*.. Q. __________ NB- ,1 BN8f 0.
i.4pooopooE*b<T T« ~i.cpppoocoE*oo THET*O» i.oocoooooe+oi
_EPSJG« lj6oOOOCOOE-03 EPSIGHX* l.OOOOOOOOE-03 SPACER- 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVARc I. OOOOOOOOE-08 FPSINT* 2 . 50000000E-02
rNCYCLf" 1 ~VTEST- 1. OOOOOOOOE-03 VHAX- 9.49271644E-05 AAST- 4. 23895624E-01 PTINF= 1 .C8?60*26E*02
. VTEST-. KpOOpOCCOE-C3 VTEST1- 3.003000006-02
rfeEf 0
"SLOPE" 1.0000066CE*CO KTRANSF- 1



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8.2482E-02 1.2120E-02 2.2t96E*OC 4.n?0£-01






















YBAR= -2.05052C79E-i: ZBAP= 6.66666567f-01 CM= -4.319507205-1'
52
APPENDIX B
_ STHACH= B.pJ>_OpO°CCc_*Qp__ GAMMAS I .40300000EjiOQ _T±__.9.?COOOOOOE-01._THETAD»_.1.0GOQOOCCE»01 AI.PHAD"- -0..- -
EPS1GCH- 1.COQCOCOOE-C3
A A S T = 4.238954;?4E-01
VTEST- I.C3000COCE-C3 VTEST!" 3 .OOOOOOQOE-02
M2E= 0
SLOPE3 1.0DC')OCCCE*OC KTRANSF* 1
RANSlE* 0.
1NTCNT= 555
EPSIG= 1.00000CCCE-C3 EPSIGMXa 1.03000000E-03 SPACEP= 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVARs I.OOOOOOOOE-C6 EPSINT- 2.50QCOOOOE-02
NCYClE= ! AT 08/OWU 1A.2*.0?.
ETAS
= .?1258263;-02 5 .21258263E-02 5.21258263E-02 5.21255263F-02 5.21258263E-02 5.21258263E-02 5 .21258263E-02 5.21258263E-02
S.2I255263E-02
E T A S P
2.8536892-VE-1& 2.165755B1E-1? -1 .16B80593E-1* -2.40433B51E-15 2.2C983018E-15 -6.65A34J44E-15 <.67522S72E-15 -2.605241BOE-1S
-1.362520B9E-14
CPU! AI SHGCK
5.1985M97E-0? S. J7760493F-02 5.*q302035E-02 5.7I06?t56E-02 5.81257079E-02 5.71069656E-C2 5 .A8302035E-02 5.27760493E-02
5.19854497E-02
CP( I I AT Z E T A ^ O
6. ;37A266IE-02 6.22910O70E-02 6.*7580514E-02 4.7£53SS81E-02 6.900262&aE-02 6.765388815-02 6.+75«0514E-02 6.2Z910070E-Q2
i.l37*2660E-02
V
-I.e9580395?-0.? -1.01038641E-02 -2.26212560E-03 7.CC722059E-C3 1.J290181*E-02 7.00722060E-OT -2.26212559E-03 -1.01038641E-02
-l.2c58C39ic-0;
KCOUNTs 5 V fAX= 1.29580396E-02 EPSIG" l .COCCOCCCE-03 SPACER- 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 VMXTEST= 1 .12522436E-01
DETFRM= 3.07l7C127f-01
D£TA
1.993V 5963E-0? 1 .M672-'5fae-o: 2 .639931*8E-0* -9.C1379894E-C* -1 .384937205-03 -9. 01 38C635E-04 2.60994501E-0* 1 .41672706E-03
1 .89315963E-OT
8.33.
E T A S
S. 40! 95659; -02 5 .3 5425539E-02 5.2336 81 94E-02 5.122444646-02 5 .074Q8891E-02 5.12244457E-02 «. 23C68208E-02 5.35425534E-02
ETASTp
5.'3737848c-14 -1 . 344G3821E-02 -1 .91180715E-02 - 1. 358t2 t?6E-C2 -9. 1 2009542E-09 1 .35862847E-02 1 .9) 1B0739E-02 1,344636826-02
-1.^23709635-14
C P t l t AT SHOCK
5.?3239Z99=-32 f . 1 919! 407E-02 5 .50*207C8£-02 5.6*9336996-02 5. 71 1 76935E-02 5.64933C94E-02 5. 5092071 8E-02 5 . 3819I403E-02
5.^3239299E-0?
C P I I J AT ZETA=0
6. 31 159473S-02 6.3t91?425E-02 6 .52! 1 1283E-02 6 .69549f 02E-02. 6 .77559429E-02 6.69549596E-02 6.52111296E-02 6 .36912421E-02 '
6.1115947CE-0?
V " '




M. 9' K-2 MREtO-1 HSPACE-1 NP- .5. .I«C-«»«O.. .
HA- 1 «N»- 0. ___"B-\_1 . B»B- .0...
STNACH*:. .B.OOOOCOOOE*06 'GAMMA- 1.40~:M>OpppE*Pp7. _T* . l-.?P0P60ppE-01 THETAD- 1.OOOOOOOOE'Ol ALPHAO- 0.
-...'<>• -^ ."...'. ~ "'_ ..' "".'.. .". '...
!.EP~SiG-!~ l.OOOOOOOOE-03 6PSIGMX- l.OOOOOOOOf-03 . SPAC6R- l.OOOOOOOOE-03 6PSIVAR* 1 .OOOOOOOOE-08 6PSINT- 2.50000000E-02
'.SCrCL.E* Z- VT6ST* l .COOOOOCOE-03 ' VHAX« ~3.'0323505*E-0* AAST* ~4.23895624E-O1 PTINF* 1.08960*26E*0?
' VTEST- 1.0POOOCC06-C3 VTESfl- 3.000000006-02
i WE_* o _ ; .
'SLOPE- 1.000000006*00' KTRANSF- i
















































































































































































































































1.23028049E-01 -1 .1999B589E-01 5.
1. 6225*1806-01 -6.55760522E-02 5.
1.763269816-01 -2.27718478E-11 5.
1.622541806-01 6.557605216-02 5.
1.230280495-01 1. 199S85896-01 5.


































.5326E-08 -l.05f*E-09 -3. 99775-09












































































































































































































































































































































W l h C W A R D LINE ZETA LIMIT
U FHO S































5353719*5-02 CY= 3.034315256-10 CO- 6. 5353719*E-02 CL* 3.03431525E-10
VBAR- -8.839526816-1 1 ZBAR* 6.66666S67E-01 CH- -2.0BC64643E-IO
54
APPENDIX B
;OOOOCCCC£VQO" G'AFM*= l".40300000E*00~ T-~ 9.COCOOCOOE-01 THETAO" 1.00000000E»01 ALPHAD* 0.
1.COOCCOCGE-C3
AAST = *.2
VTEST* l.COOQOCCCE-03 VTEST1' 3.OOOOOOOOE-02
M2E = C
SLOPED 1.00000CCCE*00 KTPANSF= 1
RANGLE= C.
INTCNT= 543
EPSIG= l.OOOOOCOCE-03 EPSIGMXe 1. OOOOOOOOE-03 SPACER- 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR- 1.OOOOOOOOE-C8 EPSINt*. 2-500000006^02
NCYCLE= 1 AT OB/QA/71 14.29.23.
EIAS
5 .5912J456=-Ot 5.495S28I4E-02 5.26478126E-02 5.0322C665E-02 4.93559519E-02 5.03230650E-C2 5-2647B153E-02 5.49S92804E-02
5.591J1456E-C2
E T A S P
-7.94559?77E-U -2 .''E714772F.-62 -3 . 91953075E-02 -2 . 78541 659E-02 -1 . B6977596E-08 2.78542C09E-02 3.91953124E-02 2 .75714487E-02
-3.0U9143BE-15
CP(II AT SHOCK
4.36353337E-02 *-.95002356E-02 5.18482708E-02 5.47163004E-02 5.61154345E-02 5.47)&2995E-02 5.18482727E-02 *.9500334BE-02
4.S6393337E-02
CP( I ) A T Z E T 4 = 0
5.78802?28=-02 5.3P22a886E-02 6.15368C96E-C2 6.51671153E-02 6.70626822E-02 6.51675142E-02 6.1536812*E-02 5.88228875E-02
5.78S0^322=-0?
V
-5.fc3f»3't?22?:.-0f -l,101fc2317E-02 -1 .6?4ft020EE-03 -2.85522826E-04 1 .C*B4217<*E-03 -2. 65536879E-04 -1 .e«J4,77585E-O3 -1 .10763680E-Q3
-5.64C26027E-01
KCOUNT- 16 VI-AX- 1.8<=4802C5E-03 =PSIG= 1. OOCOOCQOE-C3 SPACE R= 1. OOOOOOOOE-03 VMXTEST- I .128J2761E-01
OETER>-= 2 .BOS52UOE-C1
DETA
1.34347153E-C1 1. <?t5C3280E-04 2.2i596807E-04 7.3491'1B9F-C5 -3.26704956E-05 7.34936784E-05 2.25593524E-04 1-96503899E-04
1.341*684)E-0*
NCYCLE= 2 AT C8/04/71 ^4.34.45,
ETAS
5.b0464927=-02 5.51557847E-02 5.28T34094E-02 5.03965580E-C2 4.93232814E-02 5.03?C5«87E-02 5.287340B8E-02 5.51557B43E-02
5.%G464924E-02 ' . . "
ET4SP
-7. 96468565E-15 -2.647648575-02 ~4.02'+41 731E-02 - 3. 034612752-02 7. 6934<*303E-09 3.0348521 3C-02 4 .02441625E-02 2 .64764898E-02
-3.41545646E-15
CPU I AT SHOCK
4.97320085E-02 4.^6324?50E-02 5.20123217E-02 5.478C1497E-02 5.6C918609E-02 5.4780150\E-02 5 .20*28212E-02 *.96324348E-02
4.973rOC83=-C2
CPU) AT Z E T A = 0 '
5.795?C091E-02 5.S96C559)E-02 6.1758234BE-02 t.5253*220E-02 6.6«983733E-02 6.52534226E-02 6.17582341E-02 5.89605588E-02
5.79520090r-32
V
-1 .036J63*6E-C6 1. '?209254E-C6 2.7^780192E-06 -5.90074459E-06 1.99749039E-07 -5 . 8«223510E-C6 2.74207456E-06 1.12796235E-06
55
APPENDIX B
N~ 9 K«2 NR£ftC«l HSP-.CE-J HP* 5 NCHVRG-2 . .„ _ _ _
NA* 1 ANA» 0. NB* 1 BNB= 0. ._
STM4CH= 8.0COOCOOCE+00 GAMKA= 1.40000000E+00 T- 9.00000DOCE-01 THETAD= 1 ,OOOOOOCOE*Ol JLPHAD- . 0..." , ~ '..'_ ".""."' "
RANGLE* 0. ' '. .. .. ~"'.
EPSIG= i.OOOOOOOCE-03 EPSIGHX- 1.000000008-03 SPACER' 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR= 1 .OOOOOOOOE-C8 EPS[j j f-_ 2.500Q0000Er02 .
NC«LE= 2 VT?ST=. 1.OOOCOOCOE-03 VKAX= 5. 9CC74459E-C6 A A S T - 4.23895S24E-01 PTINF- 1*. 0 89604 26E+02 '" " .. " ' .. ."
. vt£ST= l .OOCOOCCOE-03 VTEST1- 3.OOOOOOOOE-02
M26= 0
' SLOPE' l.OOOOOOOOE+00 KTRANSF* 1






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Z E T A LIHIT
VC
3.62365-01



















































































































































































b.?2307)76F-02 CY= ?.V54?1S83E-1Q CD= t .223C79?6E-02 CL3 3.45491988E-10
56
APPENDIX B
STNACH* e.OOQOOOOCE'OO GAHHA» I.4030000QE*00 T» B.CCOOOOOOE-01 THETAD- 1.000000CCE*01 ALPHADs 0.
"EPSIGOPi 1.000"C"00(fOE-03
«ST« 4.23a95624E-Ol
VfEST- 1.COOOOQOOE-C3 VTEST1» 3.00000000E-02
HJE» 0
SI.OPE- l .OOOOOCOOE+00 KTRANSF- 1
RANGIE- 0.
IMTCNT- !34
EPStG* 1.00000000E-C3 .EPSlGHXs 1.COOCCOOOE-C3 SPACER- 1 .OCOOOOOOE-03 EP5IVAP* 1 .OOOOOOOOE-09 EPSINT* 2. 50000000E-02
NCTCLE- 1 AT 08/04/7: lt.3S.36.
EtAS
S.05045477E-02 5.S9717562E-02 5 .45233797E-02 4.8961255BE-02 4.63900545E-02 4.89612658E-02 5.*523365*E-02 5.89717579E-02
6.05045459E-02
ETASP
J.37880377E-15 -;.U8S8235E-02 -B.90499696E-02 -1.*3350«OOE-02 1.2721636*1-07 7.433*8700E-C2 B.9C6S8B25E-02 5. 1C88968SE-02
6.45418027E-15
CPtll AT SHOCK
».01578326E-02 4.16406487E-02 *.57216855E-02 5.1001 1352E-02 5.39884539E-02 5.100M*07E-02 4.57216750E-02 *.16*06508E-02
4.01578313E-02
CPU I AT ZETA=0
*.82123171E-02 - 4.97329155E-02 5.43519132E-02 b.H71C't*OE-02 6.5396\132E-02 b.ini0500E-02 5.4-»5189b2E-02 *.97329198E-02
>.82123201E-02
V
-1.94853445E-03 2.33063061E-04 2.27762106E-03 9.19976049E-0* -1 .02281102E-03 9.20089324E-04 2.2^747291E-03 2.33050669E-0*
-1.94844967E-03
KCOUNT* 27 V^AX- 2 .27762106E-03 EPS1G" l.OOOOOCOOE-03 SPACER= 1. OOOOOOOOE-03 VMXTEST= '! .131 67277E-01
DETER"- 2.2393C617E-01
Q6TA
7.47246962E-05 -9.24857545E-OE -2.16H5374E-0* -1 .3877f937E-0* 1.32280609E-05 -1. 3878558SE-04 -2.16141046E-04 -9.24B65536E-05
.7.47272115E-05
"dCTCUE" 2 AT 08/04/71 14.40.43.
'ETAS
6.05792724E-02 5. 38 J92705E-02 5.43C72244E-02 4.88224799E-02 4.64032826E-02 4.88224802E-02 5.43C72244E-02 5.B8792714E-02
EfASP
.22350471E-15 -5.41682213E-02 -8.94869352E-02 -7.17948767E-02 3.65641834E-09 7.1 7948755E-C2 8.94e69403£-02 5.41682271E-02
.5149!'!62E-15 s(I) AT SHOCK
.3Z064869E-02 4.16001473E-02 4.55S10055E-02 5.0B82S033E-02 5.3997SB16E-02 5.08625C35E-0? 4.5 f 610055E-02 4.16001480E-02
.020648736-02
111 AT ZETA-0
.83446136E-02 4.97500934E-02 5.41536146E-02 t .09B5081 BE-02 6.545443085-02 6.09850620E-P2 5.41536147E-02 4.97500942E-02
.83446141E-02




K* 9 H=2 NR£AC»1 KSPACE-1 NP> 5 KCNVRG=3
HA* I ' ANA« 0. " NB* 1 8MB- 0.
STNACH= B.OOOOCOCCE+CO GAHHA= 1,*OOOOOOOE»00 T» 8.00000000E-01 THETAD- 1.OOOOOOOOE+01 ALPHA0- "O. " " " . _TJ. ~ ". .1
RANKLE- 0.
EPSIG= 1.0QOOOCOOE-C3 EP$IGMX= 1.03000000E-03 SPACEP". 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR* 1.OOOOOOOOE-C8 EPS INT- 2.500J)OOOb£-02
NCYCLE=> 2 VT£ST» 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 VMAX- 8.111370LOE-C6 AAST- *.23895624E-01 PTINF= 1.OB960*26E*02 . . .
VTEST= I.OOG30CCCE—C3 VTESTI» 3.CC3000COE-02
M2E- 0
, SL3
. KCOUNTa . 37 V"AX= B.11I37010E-06 =PSIG» 1.OOOOOOOCE-03 SPACER" 1. ST- 1.13165686E-01
SUPKARr PRINT BLOCK
I-; 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-4 l"7 1-8
PSIO -9.00COE»C1 -6.5053E»01 -4.183BE>01 -2.0481E>01 5.C788E-09 2.<H81E«01 4.1838E*01 6.5053EXH
PSISO -9.0C09E»0! -6.7460E*01 -«.5061E»Ol -2.26J7E«01 5.6744E-09 2.2657E«01 ».!061E»01 t.T4(OE>01
VO -I.«!06E-C1 -1.3220E-01 -1.0519E-01 -5.9676E-02 1.5630E-11 5.9676E-02 1.0519E-01 1.3220E-01
XOBIR 0. 3.4878E-01 6.6631E-01 .OS11E-C1 ! .OOOOE»00 9.0611E-01 6.6631E-01 3.4878E-01
YS -2.0346E-C1 -1.9C33E-01 -1.5070E-01 - .5013E-C2 2.22ME-11 8.5013E-02 1.5070E-01 1.9033E-01
XS6»B 0. 4.t601E-01 8.5284E-01 .1550E-CO 1.2736E»CO 1.15!OE«00 8.5J84E-C1 ».<,6C1E-01
XI a. 6.1721E-02 1.23t«E-01 1.C516E-01 J.*688E-01 3.0960E-01 3.7032E-01 ».320«E-01
I T*U ' XI XD YQ E T A S ET4SP
1 0. 0. 0. -1.M061565E-01 6.05792724E-02 » .2235047IE-15
2 6.17205808E-02 6 .1 7J06808E-02 S.1491S678E-02 -1.32203«7E-01 5.B8792705E-02 -!.*1682213E-C2
? .23441 362E-01 1.23441362E-01 1.17488020E-01 -1.05186370E-01 5.430722»»E-02 -8.94869352E-02
4 .85162042E-01 1.B5162042E-01 1 .59771228E-01 -5.^t757C47E-02 4.88224799E-02 -7. 1794876 7E-02
S .46882723F.-01 2.4t682723F-01 1 .76326981E-01 1 .56300545E-11 4 .64032826E-02 3.65641 834E-C9
b .08603404F-01 3.08603404E-01 1.55771228E-C1 5.96757047E-02 4.88224802E-02 7.17948755E-02
7 .70324085F.-C1 3.70324C85E-01 I .17488020E-01 1 .05186 370E-01 5.43072244E-02 8.94869403E-02
9 .93765446F.-01 4 .93765446E-01 -3.76342080E-11 1 .41061 565E-01 6.05792731E-02 8.51495962E-15
ZET>- 0.
I»] 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1=6 1-7 ' 1-8
P 3.5333E-C? 3.6C36E-02 3.8?38E-02 4.1653E-02 4.3888E-02 4.1653E-02 3.8238E-02 3.6036E-02
P/PINF 3.U:£E.CC 3.2288E<00 3.4261E<00 3.7321E1CO 3.932*E«00 3.7321E»00 3.4261E.OO 3.2288E>00
BHO 2.!i?OE»00 ;.1926E«00 2.2875E»00 2.4316E.CO 2.!241E»00 2.4316E»00 2.2B7SE«00 2.1926E>00
U !.3:!5E>CO 2.3149E»00 2.3121E>00 2.3088E>00 2.3071E»00 2.3088E.OO 2.3121E«00 2.3149EOO
V 3.6357E-C6 -4.1337E-06 3.5863E-06 -8.1114E-C6 -1.7949E-06 -8.1091E-06 3.5853E-06 -4.1284E-06
U 2.2576E-13 -3.2469E-02 -5.3840E-02 -4.6165E-02 -1.3446E-09 4.616SE-02 5.3840E-02 3.2470E-02
UC 2.2<?32E»00 2.2913E»00 2.2857E»00 2.2772E»CO 2.2720E»CO 2.2772E«00 2.2857E»00 2.2913E«00
VCC 3.2349E-C1 3.2936E-01 3.4869E-01 3.8053E-C1 4.CC62E-01 3.8053E-01 3.4B69E-01 3.2936E-01
ICC 2.2976E-13 -3.2130E-02 -5.2574E-02 -4.5511E-02 -1.344*E-09 4.5511E-02 5.2574E-02 3.2131E-02
VX 2.2S7SE-I3 1.0979E-01 2.2472E-01 3.4055E-C1 4.0062E-01 3.4055E-01 2.2472E-OI 1.0979E-01
VY -3.2348E-01 -3.1219E-01 -2.7176E-01 -1.7578E-01 -1.3091E-09 1.7578E-01 2.7176E-01 .3.1219E-01
VZ 2.2932E*00 J.2913E+00 2.28S7E»00 2.2772E*CO 2.2720E»00 2.2772E»00 2.2857E*00 2.2913E*00
PSINOR 5.7406E-12 2.7432E#00 5.6150E+00 8.5053E»00 1.0QOOE»01 8.5053E+00 5.6150E»00 2.7432E*00
THETHOR S.1°71E*C1 8.2250E»01 8.3252E>01 8.5634E»01 9.0000E»01 8.5634E>01 8.3252E»01 8.2250E>01
XBHLP 0. -2.1457E-10 -2.1457E-10 -2.1457E-10 -2.U57E-10 -2.1457E-10 -2.1457E-10 -2.1457E-10
YB«R -8.0COOE-01 -7.4976E-01 -5.9654E-01 -3.'3844E-C1 8.8642E-11 3.3844E-01 5.965*6-01 7.4976E-01
YrtHLD -8.0COCE-01 8.0000E-01 B.OOOOE-01 8.0000E-01 B.OOOOE-01 B.OOOOE-01 8.0000E-01 8.00QOE-01
ETA 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
6 -3.C679E-03 -3.0705E-03 -3.0946E-03 -3.1473E-C3 -3.1557E-03 -3.1473E-03 -3.0946E-03 -3.07C5E-03
OEONS 5.6C31E»CC 5.t046E«00 5.6095E»00 5.6171E»00 5.6222E»00 5.6171E»00 5.6095E»00 S.6046E>00
AH S.4900E*00 C.46?6E*00 6.4085E*00 6.3211E»00 6.26B2E*-00 6.3211E*00 6.4065E*00 t.4696E»00
CR05SM 6.43fi7E-'.3 S.0737E-02 ) .4919E-01 1.2637E-01 3.6532E-09 1.2637E-01 1.4919E-01 9.0737E-02
SBAR 7.2-7BBE-C2 7.2998E-02 7.2998E-02 7.298BE-02 7.2988E-02 7.2988E-02 7.2988E-02 7.2988E-02
P3IUGA* 1.2CC6E-C2 1.2006E-02 1.2006E-02 1.2006E-02 1.2006E-02 1.2006E-02 1.20C6E-02 1.20C6E-02
PT/PTINF 8.332I.E-01 8.3321E-01 8.3321E-01 8.3321E-C1 8.3321E-01 8.3321E-01 8.3321E-01 B.3321E-01
PT 9.07S7E»01 9.0787E«01 9.0787E»01 9.0787E101 9.0787E»C1 9.0787E«01 9.C787E.O! 9.0787E»01
BFR10UL -2.1f85E-12 5.4581E-09 -1.1373E-C8 -1.1020E-C8 -5.4001E-13 -1.1020E-08 -1.0811E-08 6.75C4E-09
OPDZ 5.6365E-27 1.1875E-04 3.B187E-C4 3.4931E-04 3.3719E-19 3.4931E-04 3.81B7E-04 1.1875E-04
PP 1.;«OOE-!.5 2.3738E-02 4.9103E-02 5.3508E-02 1.I752E-C9 -5.350BE-02 -4.9103E-02 -2.3738E-02
UP 2.2976E-13 -3.24S9E-02 -5.3140E-02 -4.6165E-02 -1.3446E-09 4.616SE-02 5.3840E-02 3.2470E-02
W U O W A P C LIKE Z E T A LICIT
U PHC S POROGAP UC VC MC VX VY
IEEHAP.D LINE Z E T A LIMIT
U *HC S POHOGA^ UC VC WC VX VY
J.3!89E»00 ! . ;OE:E»OO 4.3449E-02 1.1656E-02 2.296CE»OC 3.2388E-01 3.1275E-11 -8.6B68E-11 3.2386E-01
FORCE CCEFFICI5NTS
CZ- 5 .5P773043E-C2 CY- -1 . I5«I21 19E-09 CD- 5.5877B043E-02 CL- -I .15912119E-09




















































_S~TB*.CH*~ '8.000000006*00 _GAMNA« 1 .400QQOOOE*6o T* 7.CCCOOOOOE-01 THE TAD" 1 .00000000^*01 _ AlfHAD? _ 0.
"EPSIGOH- 1.00bCCCOOE-C3
AAST- 4.23895624E-01
.VTEST- l.OOOOOCOOE-03 VTEST1- 3 .OOOOOOOOE-02
E.* l.QOCQOCCOE»CO tcTPANSF- 1
WHOLE3 0-
"iNTCNT* 5+2
..6PSIG-, .l,OOOOOpOOE-03 EPSIGHX- l.OOOOOOOOE-03 SPACER* 1 .OOOOOOOCE-03 EPSIVAR= 1 . OOOOOOOOE-C8 EPS INT- Z. 50000000E-02
NCY
ETAS
6.57+90737E-0? 4.32654550E-02 5.6355219+E-02 *.7357?333E-02 +.33702392E-02 *.73573290E-02 E.635f2260E-02 6.326545B6E-02
6.5749C774E-02
ETASP
2.06~221158E-IS -B.*21fc2182E-02 -I.+9100*32E-01 -1.2E055eOtE-01 -5.73739710E-OB 1-25055B83E-01 I.*°100515E-01 B.421617*OE-02
-+.0811042BE-15
CPU) AT SHOCK
3.25155250E-02 3.*0934796E-02 3.8B905924E-02 4.6077139*E-02 5.18300397E-02 4.6C771376E-02 ».8B905977E-02 3.409348l*E-02
3.25155273E-02
C P C I I AT ZETA-0
3.96779986E-02 4.10B97283E-02 4.58533962E-02 5.50538919E-02 6.38243004E-02 5.5053S906E-02 4.5853*06*6-02 4.10897298E-02
3.96779993E-02
V.
1.06714185E-03 1.02873M1E-04 -2.01853932E-03 -5.14720956E-04 -*.90*39374E-04 -5.14773373E-04 -2.018*695*E-03 1.029121376-0*
1.06711690E-03
KCOUNT- 38 VfAX=« 2.01853932E-03 EPSIG= 1 .OOCOOOOOE-03 SPACER' 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 VHXTEST* 1.13543428E-01
DETERH» 1.61954Q76E-01
OE7A
6.42158968E-05 9.12949475E-C6 2.618044B9E-04 6.9C076870E-05 1.50031S59E-04 6.90119831E-C5 2,fI796682E-Q* 9.12S65645E-06
6.42J14645E-05
NCVCLE- 2 AT 08/04/71 14.46.44.
ETAS
6.58132896E-02 6.3J745845E-02 5.66170239E-02 4.742434C9E-C2 4.3520270BE-02 4.7*263410E-02 5.fr6170227E-02 6.32745B43E-02
6.58132889E-02
ETASP
1.374807726-15 -8.20542B82E-02 -1.48541466E-01 -1.2t*12054E-01 ?.?B082281E-09 1.26412041E-01 1.4P541463E-01 8.20542939E-02
-8.55287937E-15
CP(I) AT SHOCK
3.25549437E-02 3.4C818C64E-02 3.9C488275E-02 4.61410855E-02 5.19556313E-02 4.61*10C5*E-02 I.<?P*8B267E-02 3.*C818063E-02
3.25549422E-02
CPlil AT ?ETA»0
3.96612636E-02 4.10207947E-02 4.60410509E-02 E.5167C752E-02 6i.3«'200737E-02 5.51670748E-02 * .6C410*98E-0? *. 10207947E-02
'3.96612633E-02
V




Bf2 NREAD-1 NS>ACe«I HP- 5 NCNVRG-4
1 _ *UAf>_ .,5. _ HB» 1 6NB» 0.
CM; ,B.pO~6oOOOpE~*00 GAHNA» 1.40000000E»00. T- 7.0COOOOOOE-OI TH6TAD- 1.000000006*01 ALPhAO* 0.
._EPSIG-.r.l.OQCQOCOOE-03 , EPSIGHX- 1.03000000E-03 SPACER- 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR» 1.0COOOOOOE-C8 EPSINT- 2.5CCOOOOOE-02
~NCyClE* 2 . V7EST- I. OOOOOOOOE-03 VMAx» 2.87U9557E-C6 A A S T - 4. 238956246-01 PTIKF* 1.089604266*0?
yjtST- 1.00000COOE-C3 VTEST1» 3.CCOOOOOOE-02
M2E- 0
SL3PE- l.OOOOOOCCE+00 KTRANSF- 1
_KCOUHT* ' 48 VHAX- 2.8741^5576-06 EPSIG- 1. OOOOOOOOE-03 SPACER* 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 VMXT6ST- 1 .135241196-01


























P / P T I N F






























































































-C.3310E*01 -3.9832E+01 -1.93S2C»C1 7.5264E-C9
-6.7507E+01 -4.5277E*01 -2.2961E*Ol 9.07796-09
-1.1643E-01 -9.4546E-02 -S.5450E-C2 '.3162F-H
3.3195E-01 6.42B4E-01 8.9341E-01 .00006*00
-6.6031E-01 -5-3620E-01 -3. \447E-CV ,31366-10
7.4291E-02 1.4322E-01 l.97fr3E-01 .215BE-01
-1.7942E-01 -1.4462E-01 -8.38CBE-02 .5106E-11
4.2133E-01 8.1226E-01 1.1208E*00 .2566E»00
-1.0175E»00 -8.2015E-01 -4.75306-01 .9910E-10
6.3275E-0? 5.6617E-02 4.7426E-C2 .3520E-C2
1.0949E*01 1.13986*01 1.2012E*01 .2494E+01
5.8622E-02 1.1724E-01 1.7566E-C1 2.3449E-U
4.1021E-02 4.60416-02 5.5167E-02 6.3920E-02
XI XO YO
3. -1.23429687E-01 6
.862163886-02 5 . 8532333 IE-02 -1.16429950F-01 6
. 3448655 5E-01 1. 76326981E-01 2.316246506-11 4
.10351471E-01 5.B5323331E-C2 l.lt429S50E-01 6
. 6897311 OE-01 -5 .63865170E-1 1 1.234238866-01 6
2 6 T A * C.
1=2 I=>3 1-4 1-5
3. 1671 E- 02 3.4181E-02 3.87446-02 4.31216-02
1. 76266-01 1.9023E-01 2.1542E-01 2.3«96E-C1
2.9067E-04 3.1370E-04 3.555BE-04 3.9575F-04
2.8377E+00 3.06266*00 3.4715E»00 3.86366*00
2.00606*00 2.1183E*00 2.31676*00 2.5007E*00
2.32016*00 2.31626*00 2.3U4E*CO 2.30836*00
-2.8724E-06 2. 71196-06 -2.7649E-C6 -4.6314F-07
-4. 60776-02 -8.0580E-02 -7.77296-02 -9.77606-10
2.30206*00 Z.2953E*QO 2.2B33E*CQ 2.Z732E*CO
2.9246E-01 3.1B90E-01 3.6600E-01 4.00836-01
2.0626E-02 3.3731E-02 2.9214E-C2 -1.0324E-C9
2.8972E-01 3.1156E-01 3.5949E-01 4.0C83E-C1
-4.4941E-02 -7.5940E-02 -7.46846-C2 -9.77606-10
8. 99806-02 1.90t2E-01 3.1*306-01 4.C083E-01
-2.7904E-01 -2.57886-01 -1.898IE-C1 -9.2495E-10
2.3020E*00 2.2953E»00 2.28336*00 2.2732F»00
2.23856*00 4.7472E»00 7.8375E*00 1.00006*01
G.3094E*01 8.3611E*C1 6.52926*01 9.0000E*01
3.3195E-01 6.4284E-01 8.93416-01 1.0000E*00
-3.1978E-10 -3.19786-10 -3.1978E-10 -3.1978E-10
-6.6031E-01 -5.3620E-01 -3.1447E-C1 1.3136E-10
7.0000E-01 7.0000E-01 7.0000E-01 7.0000E-01
0. 0. C. 0.
-3.1036E-03 -3.1672E-C3 -3.24586-03 -3.2899E-C3
5.6030E*00 5.6096E*00 5.6225E*00 5.63516+00
6.6164E+00 6.53656+00 6.406BE*00 6. 2977 E* 00
1.3138E-01 2.2726E-01 2.1533E-C1 2.6672E-C9
6.8385E-02 6.83856-02 6.83G5E-C2 6.63856-02
1.19516-02 1.1951E-02 1.1951E-02 1.1951E-02
G.4285E-01 8.4265E-01 8.42B56-C1 8.42856-01
9.18386*01 9.1838E*01 9.18386*01 9.18386*01
1.5064E-12 -7,59576-12 -4.6327E-12 -2.13166-14
-2.4370E-01 -2.4051E-01 -2.4861E-01 -2.6217E-01
2.0992E-04 7.9518E-04 1.04C5E-03 2.1632F-19
Z.6117E-02 6.3106E-02 9.174SE-C2 -1.6428E-C9
-4.6077E-02 -8.05806-02 -7.77296-02 -9.77606-10























































































































































































































M l h O M A R C L I K E Z E T A L I M I T
VV VZ PT/PTINF
-2.8*81E-01 2.3075E*00 9.2977E-01
U PHO S 00 ROC AH UC VC WC V
2.3250E*00 2,C314E*00 2.9125F-02 I .1491E-02 2. 30756* CO 2.84816-01 4.0849E-16 0.
LEEWARD tINE ZETfi LIMIT
U PhO S POROGAH UC VC WC VX VY VZ PT/PTINF
2.32506*00 2.C314E*OC 2.9125E-02 U1491E-C2 2.30756*CC 2.64816-01 6. 63586-11 -1.3C116-10 2.8^816-01 2.30756*00 9.2977E-01
FCBCE CCEFFICI6NTS
1059216-10CZ- 4.93030902E-02 CY» fl. 47105821 E-l 0 CD
YBAR= -1.7t233989E-lC Z6AR= 6. 66666667E-OI -5.73426C94E-? 0
60
APPENDIX B
-ST-HACH*—8.00000000E*OC- GAH«(A*- -1 .40QOOCOOE»OC—T=- 6.CCCOOCOOE-01 THETAO=—1.000000006*01—ALPI-AO" 0.- —
AAST= 4.23895524E-01
VTEST= 1.C3COOCGOE-03 VTEST1- 3.COOOOOOOE-02
M*E= C
SL3»E- l .COCOOCCOE*CC KTRANSF= 1
RANGLE= 0.
INTCNTs 535
EPSIG= !.OOfOOOCGE-03 EPSIGMX* 1.000000006-03 SPACER* 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR- 1.OOOOOOOOE-C8 EPSINT- 2.50000000E-02
E T A S
7.17415442^-02 6.B3417268E-02 S.9B028C79E-02 4.62081412E-02 4.06742459E-02 4.62C81411E-02 5.980280376-02 6.8341723M-02
ETASP
-1.716692015-16 -1.099492296-01 -2.18635250E-C1 -1.960228896-01 4.96S04407E-09 1.96022844E-01 2.186352136-01 1.099692336-01
CP( I ) AT SHQCK
2.S71B55115-02 2.71312239E-02 3.25938t38E-02 4.020675566-02 4.99642127E-02 4.02067547E-02 3.25938&07E-02 2.7131221TE-02
2.57185486E-02
CP( 1 » AT tETA^O
3.IP264032=-02 3.2S6C7162E-02 3.78422765E-02 4 .7411144tE-02 6.22466445E-02 4.74111425E-02 3.78422712E-02 3.29607139E-02
3.182S.40C8E-02
V
-£.954357«?E-04 3.965BC725E-04 -1.04556122E-03 1.066444526-05 -3.11654826E-03 1.06655817E-05 -I.04559695E-03 8.96552226E-04
-5.95446H2E-04
KCQUNT= 49 VMAX- 3.116548266-03 EPSIG' 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 SPACER* 1.OOOOOOOOf-03 VMKTEST- 1.13901763E-01
2.26743504=-0* -1.50CJ2641E-04 3.04148110E-C4 2.11108647E-05 3.96943556E-04 2.111079876-05 3.041529476-04 -1.500C7970E-0*
2.26753718E-0*
NCVCLE= 2 AT 08/04/71 14.53.44.
AS
.1975292T=-02 6.81917]42E-02 6.010695606-02 4.62292E2CE-C2 4.1C711895E-02 4.62292519E-02 6.OJ0695676-02 6.819171516-02
.p^JS^* 355^02
6 A?P
.97510361E-15 -1.0925B2136-01 -2.16839987E-C1 -1 .95lt?42?E-01 -3.068640496-09 I.9'!67429E-01 2.1«839998E-01 1.09298214E-01
.43085416E-14
C <I) AT SHOCK
.«:8*97446£-02 2.7C381576E-02 3.274788786-02 4.02049007E-02 5.02404907E-02 4.02049007E-02 3.27478883E-02 2.70381581E-02
.584974516-02
C III AT *ETA=0
3.194776S7E-02 3.2B410192E-02 3.79526754E-02 4.73487283E-02 6.25566225E-02 4.73487234E-02 3.79526765E-02 3.28410198E-OZ
3.19477661E-02
V




I* 9 J!-_2_.NRiA()il ((SPACE-1 lit* 5 NCNVRG-5-
_NAj"_| ANA- .p_. NB* 1 BNB" 0.
^SlKiCS-f" A.OpOOppOdeiPO " GAHHA^ 1.400000006»OP 7- 6.CCOOPCOOE-P1 7H67AD- 1 .OOOOOOOOE*01 ALPHAO- 0.
.JUNG'LE-.. o;.
EP.SIG-_ L.OOOOQPOOE-03 EPSIGHX- l.OOOOOOOPE-03 SPACEP- 1.PCOPPPPPE-03 EPSIVAR- 1.000000006-C8 EPSINT. 2.SOOOOOOOE-02
MCVCLE. 2 VTEST*' "l.OOCOOOOOE-03 VHAX- 8.35007932E-06 AAST- "4.23895624E-01 PTINF- l.C89604;6E*02
^VTES~7- i.OPOPOCPOE-C3 VTEST1- 3.00000000E-02
* SLOPE- l.QbOOOCOOE*ob KTRANSF- 1





































. .. 3 . J,.11292199E-P1 ]

































































































































































.563*8315E-C2 -1.C0391 977E-01 6
.546786UE-01 -5.C7903B03E-02 4






























































































.5634831 5E-02 1.CC391977E-01 6








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. 4685 E- 01
1.7081E-01
-7. 2334 E-01





















_ -- - -ZETA* - - 5.CCCCOOCOE-01 -



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































vzP S I N O R









P O R I G A K
P T / P T I N F
B E R N O U L




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































VIP S I N O R
T H E T N O R

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-2. 44 59 E-01


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HIMDWARO LINE Z E T A LIMIT
U RHC S POROGAM UC VC WC
2.3307E*00 1.9617E*00 1.83126-02 1.1367E-02 2.3178E+CC 2.4521E-01 4.20576-16 D.
L E E W A P O LINE Z E T A LIMIT
U PHO S POROGAM UC VC WC VX VV VZ PT/PTINF
2.3307F»00 l .e617E*CO 1.B312E-02 1.1367E-02 2.3178E*OC 2>521E-Ol 1.92586-11 -2.B526E-11 Z.45216-01 2.31786*00 9.55Z5E-01
FCPCE COEFFICIENTS
• VY VZ PT/PTINF
-2.*52tE-Ol 2.31786*00 9.5525E-01
CZ= 4 . 2 3 6 6 5 9 3 4 T - C 2 CY- -1 . 11 7269T7E-09 CD=
YB4R= 1. 550 10171 E-IC ZB4R= 6. 666665.6 7E-01




Input Cards for Second Sample Case
BOOOOOOO+Ol 140OOOOO+O1 6OOOOOOO+OO 10000000+02 00000000+00
9 ? . I 1 2 2 0 1 0 0




7.19752927E-02 6.81917142E-02 6.01069560E-02 4.62292520E-02 4.10711895E-02
4.6229251 9E-02 6 .0 1 0695CS7E-02 6.8 1 9 1 71 51 E-02 7 . 1 9752935E-O2
Conical Flow About Elliptic Cones by the Method of Lines
With Incrementation of a Parameter
N= 9 M=2 NREAD=1 NSPACE=1 NP= 5 NCNVRG=0
NA= 1 ANA= 0. NB= 1 BNB= 0.




K T R A N S F = 1
Of CCE-C 2
_STHACH» 8.pdbOOOOOE+00 1.4000000CE*OC T=> 6.CCOCOCCCE-01 THEIAO" l.OOCOOOOOE+01 ALFHAO 0.
EPSlGCMi
TSST-* *.
TTESt_- "nVepOOpOOOE-03 HESI1" 3.00000COCE-02
"SLOPE *~ lVCpp"COpgOE»00 KfRANSF- 1
ISlNGlt- 0.
"ffitCHT- 535
'_£PSIG-" l.ppdCbOOOE-p3 ' EPSIGf-x- 1.0000000CE-C3 SPACER- l.OCCCOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR- l .OCOOOOOCE-CB FPSINT- 2. 50000COOE-02
JNCVCCe^ 1 At _U/23/Tl 10.O.45.
^tAS
* " " " 6.81<)ni«2E-C2 6.0106^5606-02 *.62292!2CE-02 A.10711895E-02







""2.58^9TV46E-02 2.70381576E-C2 3.27*78678E-02 4.020*^C07£-02 5.02«0*908E-02 4.02C49007E-02 3.27478884E-02 2.70361561E-02
•"275i«r7*5iE^C2
~CPI IT TT~lEt»-0
~37t947r«57E-t2 3.28410192E-02 3.79526754E-02 4.73467282E-C2 6.25566226E-02 4.734B7284E-C2 3. 75!2676!£-02 3.28410198E-02
...... '




IV- 9 M»2 Ndf JSP- 5 NCNVR6-0
*.£= 1 3S8» C.
STMACH* 8.0CCOOOOOE*00 CAHHA- 1.4COOOOOOE+00 T« 6.CCOOOCCOE-01 THETAO- I.OOOOOCCOE»01 ALPHAO- Q. "
EPS1G- l.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPS1GHX* l.COOOCOOOE-03 SPACER* 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR* 1.OOOOOOOOE-08 jPSINT«
NCVCLE* 1 V T E S T * 1.OCCCOOOOE-03 VHAX- 8.35C4*244E-CC AASI- 4.23895624E-01 PTIfcF- 1.08')6p426E«02 "
V T E S T = l.COOCOOCOE-03 VTESU- 3.CCOOOCOOE-02 __ " "
SLOPE= l.COOCOOOCE+00 KTRANSF* I










X S B A R
YSBAP

















































































































































7.1975E-02" " ' '"
1.01636*01
4.45176-01




















































P / R O A S T S C
P/PT^F













P S I N O R
THE INCH
X B A R









P O R O G A M




































































































































































































































































































































































































































U PHO S PORCGAH (,C VC WC
2.3?07£*OC 1.861TE*00 I.B312E-02 1.1367E-02 2.3178E+OC 2.4521E-01 4.2057E-16 0.
VV V2 PT/PTINF
-2.45216-01 2.3LTBE+00 9.5525E-01
U RHO S PQRCGAM UC VC WC VX VY VZ PT/PTINF
2.?307E*00 1.8617E*00 1.831£E-02 1.1367E-02 2.3178E*OC 2. 4521 E -01 1.8256E-11 -2.8526E-11 2.4521E-01 2.3178E*00 9.5I25E-01
FCRCE C C E F F I C I E N T S
CZ- 4. 2 3 900 661 E -02 CV« -1.73145544E-09 CDs
YBAR- 3.03015755E-10 Z E A R - 6 . 66666667E-01




STHACH. e.OOOOOOOOE»00 G«MMA- 1.*OOOOCOO£»OC 1- 6.CCCCOCCCE-01 THETaD- 1.OOOOOOCOE.01 1LFHD. l.OOOOOOOOE-01
EP51GOH* 1.00000000E-C3
• " — . . . . .
VTEST- l.COOCOOOOlH>3~"VTEStl. 3.0COOCOOOE-02
SLOPE- l.OOOCOdOOEtOO KTRINSF. 1
BAHCLE- ~i765T84~5726-02 "
EPSIGHX-" '1 .00000COOE-C3 SP«CEP- l .CCOCOOOOE-03 E P S I V » K « l.OOOOOOOOE-08 E P S I N T - 2.50COOOOOE-02
7,iq7S2927E-02^.8l9nT*2E-G2" "6.01069560E-02 4.62292520E-02 «.1C711895E-02 4.62292519E-02 t.01069567E-02 6.B1917151E-02
7.J9752S35E-C2"
EH5P .~" ' ' ' " '
-1.64558363E-16 -i;692<62UE-Cl -2.16839987E-C1 -1.9S167422E-01 -2.2«63382«E-09 1.95167429E-01 2.1Ce3999SE-01 1.0929B213E-01
-1.87T34KCE-U .. _ 1 "
CPU I AT ShCC«
2.686*944BE-02 2.8023;i22E-02 3.36347e*6E-02 4.08527973E-02 5.02402S04E-02 3.955<7!£3E-C2 3.1E672759E-02 2.60615452E*D2
2.484406ft5E'-'Q2
CPU) ' I I ZEU-0 ^
3.31102988E-02 3.40260143E-C2 3.91S75001E-02 4.84372601E-C2 6.25323730E-02 4.632C3643E-02 3.67981562E-02 3.16693858E-02
3.07B32291E-02
3.4B546669E-03" 3.0'4';e340<E-C3 2.49925858E-03 l.S07566:7E-03 -2.67172450E-05 -2.02377997E-03 -2.59574138E-03 -3.13Z99132E-03
-3Tr4"5700COE-03 "
K C D U N f i 2 V»«x- 3.545700COE-03 E P S I G - l .OOOOOOOOE-03 SP«CEB* 1.00000000E-C3 VHHTEST- 1.13647682E-01
OlIERM- 1.0T689119E-01
"BETA "
-5.52Q70'562E-O4"'-S.05S45334E-0* -3.S2264699E-C4 -2.15S75846E-C4 -1*949392156-06 2.15562375E-04 3**;6269468€-Q4 5.156Q7810E-04
5.69646920E-04 '"" ~J~
"N'CycUE^' '2 ^f tT '11/23/11 1C.49.34.
~E7JS
7.142J2221E-02 6.76e61689E-C2 5.97146913E-02 4.6C132762E-02 4.1C6924O1E-02 4.64448143E-02 6.0E032242E-02 6.87073229E-02
5" -U078I7311E-C1 -2.14194646E-C1 -1.91571161E-01 3.9B915366E-03 1.9B842690E-01 2.19:78685E-01 1.1C926022E-C1
4_
2^654'279'49E'- 2 2.77148372E-C2 3.33618575E-02 4.06561636E-02 5.02414689E-02 3.97593277E-02 3.2J421413E-C2 2.S3731177E-02
2.51712561E- 2
"CPTTT~A7~m»-o
3.27251'379E-02 3.36315758E-C2 3.87514139E-02 4.BC593930E-02 6.25S19315E-02 4.66378439E-02 3.71597108E-02 3.20650S76E-02
3.11BB4848E-7jf ^""
V " "






NSPACE-l - 5 NCNVRG»1
1 8NB» C*
STMACH* B.OCCOOOOOE*00 CAl"*A* 1.40000000E+00 T» 6.0COOOCCOE-01 THE TAD* 1.00COOOOOE*01 * L PH *0» "
RANCLE-- -1.6558A572E-02- " ~ " " ~ ' ' ~"
EPSIG= l .OOCCOCCOE-03 EPSIG'X- 1.00000000E-03 SPACEP» 1.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR- 1.CCOOOOOCE-C8 EPSINt- 2.5OOOOCOOE-Q2
NtVCLE* 2 V T E S T « 1.OOCCQOOOE-03 VHAX- 6.7SC1'1B6E-0* A A $ T - 4.2389562*6-01 PTIKF- 1.06960*26E»02 - - —
V T E $ T = l.COOOOOOOE-03 V7EST1- 3.CCOOCGCCE-C2 " __ " " " "" "
M2E = C " _ " ~
SLOPE= l.OOOOOOOOE'OO KTRANSF- 1 . . -.. _ -^-- _~_ ~
























































































































































~~ T. iff! t=SI
1. 00966*01
4. 45176-01












































































































/ E T A - o. ' " ~~" ;~~;
P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.?301E*00 1.8793E*CC 1.93^ -2.4S15E-01 2.3172E»00
HINCUJRO LUE Z E T A L l f lT
PORCGAH LC VC WC VX
1.137«-C2 2.3172E*00 2.1.515E-C1 *.20*6E-lft 0.
LEEhAPO LINE 2 E T A L l f lT
U RHO S P O R C G A K tc VC WC VH VV VZ
2.3313E*OC 1. »«.<•<.£ *CD 1.7327E-C2 1.1356E-02 2.il83E*OC 2.A527E-01 1.B263E-11 -2.8!33I:-11 2.V527E-01 2.31S3E*00












e.60CObOOOE»00 GAMMA- 1.40000COCE*bC T- 6.00000GCOE-01 THETAO- 1.00COOOOOE»01 ALPfAO- 2.0COOOOOOE*00
AAST« 4.2389'5624E-or "_
"VTEST* l'.OOOCOOOOE-03 VTEST1- 3.00000000E-02
l700CC6COOg»00 liTRANSF-
~1QrNCLE~-''~3'".31169144E-01
~EPTTEF r7BOQOOQTJgE'-03" EPS1GH»« 1.03000000E-C3 SPACER" l.OCOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAA- l.OCOOOOOOE-08 EPSINT- 2. 5CCCCOOOE-02
"NCTCLE-'T AT" 11/23/71 10.5C.14.
"FT AS" ----- ~ '
4.09356815E-02 — 5".SBJ«8C73E-C2 5.22616620E-02 4.1«C«73S1E-C2 «.10322017E-02 5.05404994E-02 6.BC323W1E-02 7.8503871 3E-0?
~al3"3Te231SE-C2
6TASP --------- '
-I7SlpJC_e«7E-l! -7.96SOK22E-C2 -1.C3933172E-01 -1.23242203E-01 7.?7e31158E-02 2.6ee72«48E-01 i. 716137*36-01 1 .41854379E-01
-2.0e74leUE-l» "
cpf I r~AT~snoc»
4.0S50?7S8P82~ *71«323?5iE-C2 4.59023081E-02 5.0142119i)E-OJ 5.11«')5725E-02 3.21161771E-02 2.1»5383«OE-02 1.45792461E-02
~"1.'31^57107E-02
" CPfU AT '2ETA-0
4".'8roii466E-02 4.91311147E-C2 5.40674504E-C2 6. 1 17CS403E-C2 6.13258977E-02 3.17268117E-OZ 2.1t*e26»8E-02 1.74766251E-02
1.71248353E-C2V " - - -
—
 =97ff37C'i054E-03~9.45977817E-03 -7.54535302E-03 -4.74992613E-03 7. 63098167E-04 -1.1C36*227E-02 -1.22928200E-02 -1.42992494E-02
~-1755944U8E-C2
KCOUNT« " 13~"VMAX- 1.55S44U8E*02 EPS1G* 1.0CCCOCOCE-C3 SPACER- l.OOOOOOOOE-03 V N X T E S T : 1.13673517E'01
" ~ " "
"Kt'A
--- 1V757CS050E-03 1. 71351465E-03 1.28641629E-03 9. 1707<509E-0* 3.55273348E-04 1.0840C409E-03 1.E5115695E-03 2.12212091E-03
~ -- '
"MCyc"LE- 2 ' "AT ~ 11/23/11 1C. 55. 17.
-EtA5- .....
~ 6726909720E-02 5.979O222E-02 5.35480783E-02 4.282(8C96E-C2 4.H274750E-02 5.16245035E-0? 6.9Se35030E-02 8.Ct259<22E-C2
~ - - •-
-ETASP --- .......
-7^73023936E-16 -8.41Z(34t2E-C2 -1.71439901E-01 -1.3297J7B9E-01 6.138S5466E-02 2.8C716053E-01 I .81299202E-01 1.46465C87E-01
-l.83634eilE-14
CPII1 AT'SMCK
"~47170TB2*OE-C2 4.25910411E-C2 4.68394346E-02 !.Q8683302E-C2 5.14401036E-02 3.30C88874E-C2 2.24425036E-02 1.57254850E-C2
~ 17424(!T628£-02
CPfll~AT-ZET»-0
' 4^946I4482E-02 5.05247370E-C2 5.52865904E-02 6.2C75tl36E-02 6.15937145E-02 3.35939129E-P2 Z.32453729E-02 1.91000T38E-02
i_. BessTe^E^di "
V "
1749714339E-04 6. 59535718E-C5 -4.17424518E-C9 -8. 97677752E-05 -4.43872632E-05 -3.956666C5E-04 -3. 1590S29SE-C4 -3.96441855E-C5
5."569C1220E-04
APPENDIX B
H= <) f-2 NRE4D=1 NSPACE-1 ISP* 5 NCKVRO*2 . . . .
NA» 1 ANA- 0. KE- 1 BNB» <J. . . . . _ . ^
STMACH- 8.00COOOOOE*00 GAMMA" 1.4000000CE*OC T= 6.CCOQOCCOE-01 THE TAD- 1.00000CCOE*01 ALPHAO" 2^0000000OE*6b""_'~~~~~.
(UNCLE* 3.3il6Sl**E^01 .. . , — _ . _. - - - - " _ ' _ , . " _ ' '_/..
EPSIG- l.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIGMX- 1 .OOOCOOOCE-Q3 SPACER* 1 .OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIV»R* 1 .OCOOOOOOE-CB .EPS INT ?1 ,?• 500pOOppE^02_ '_
NCYCLE= 2 V T E S T = 1.OOCCCOOOE-C3 V fAX= 5- 56S01220E-04 AAS1" *.2389562*E-01 PTINF- l.C6«£04,2«E>C2 _ "__ "J " '~~
V T E S T = l.COOOOOOOE-03 VTEST1- 3 .OOOOOCOOE-OJ ' ~~"_~ ~ '"
SLOPE* UCOCCnOOOE*00 KTRANSf" 1 - --




































































































































a. 88046-02 4.2199E-02 4.1958E-02

































































































































































^Ct«RC L I K E Z E T A I IM
UC VC
2.3C5CE«CC 2.4386E-0




















2.68056-01 4.71786-01 !. 69356-01
6. OOOOE-01 6. OOOOE-01 6. OOOOE-01
0. 0. C.
-3.99536-03 -3.70876-03 -3.3512E-03
























































L E E u A P O LINE IETA LIMIT
U "HO S POHCG4M UC VC WC VX VY VZ
2.3*12E»OC I.5300E+QO *.£?<3E-03 1.1215E-02 2.3282E*OC 2.4631E-01 1.83WE-11 -2.865*E-II 2.4C31E-01 2.3282E*00











"TTHACH- 6.00000QOOE»OO C'AHMA- ' 1.46QOOCdOE»OC T- 6.CCOOOCCOE-01 7HETAO" l.OOOOOOOOE'Ol ALPhAO- 4.000COCOOE«OC
EpSlfid** l.OCOOOOOOE-CS
~gST- 4.23895624E-01
VTESI- l.COOCOOOOE-03 VTEST1. 3.00000000E-02
SIOPE* l.OOOCOOOOE+00 KTPANSF- 1
"jiANCl E- ~67t2i38287E-01 '
EfSIC" l.OOOCOOOOE-03 ePSIG>"»«'" UOOOOObOdE-C3" SPACER- l.OOOOOOOOE-03 EPSIVAR- l.CCOOOOCCE-CB EPSINT- 2.50COCOCOE-02
4.13550504E-C2 4.26159149E-02 S.93018690E-02 8.23256429E-02 9.75278923E-02
^7025660071-16 ^6TB3148663E-C2 -1.41625391E-01 -9.127J9I47E-02 1.66148739E-01 3.91619215E-01 3.66148845E-01 2.01S49240E-01
-2.75899443E-14
tftTl AT SKfCK •
~t.23081671E-026.29350687E-C2 6.508480C5E-02 6.iO$*4219E-02 5.51913507E-02 2.92340819E-02 1.55382225E-02 8.04002435E-03
_6.1904B647E-03 ^ - - -
CPU) AT 7.ETA.Q
"J.18671981E-02 ' 7.29640C45E-02 7.61385O8E-02 7.818171C4ErG2 5.89647833E-02 1.9B189549E-02 9.52996627E-03 B.22316C64E-03
8.M866161E-03
3.1359031JE-03 4.26116068E-03 3.13709417E-03 2.C0133327E-03 ».513932*2E-0« -1.C7370231E-02 -1.14404335E-02 -8.64716521E-03
^73TT212(yE-03
COUNT* 24 'VMAX« ' l.'14404335E-02 EPS1G" l.OOCOOOOOE-03 SPACER" L.COOOGOOOE-G3 VI«XTEST» 1.1U!1068E-01
' '
8,3846S080E-04'
-7.'i4t03087E-C4 -5.65569366E-0* -3.63C84535E-04 -2.02071743E-04 3.4787M98E-04 6.7CS28349E-04 1.0955S953E-03





— — --- - -
4.09919658E-C2 4.24138432E-02 5.96497441E-02 9.et2346I 8E-02
_
4.19457901E-16 -6V77622706E-02 -1.37829037E-01 -8.8E72C672E-C2 1.72815243E-01 3.99888<;57E-C1 3.7354B308E-01 2.0244i;33E-01
-2.1416S116E-14
"CPII^JT SJ-OC«
t^jellt96tE-02 .6.236<20t4E-C2 6.46460458E-02 6.47838567E-02 5.51927197E-02 2.96374S77E-C2 1.5«.'i80359E-02 8.55583128E-03
t.57t;lC52E-03 ____
CPU I A7 ZE7A.Q _
~7.13349532E-02 7;23141941E-C2 7.56217879E-02 7.79172893E-02 5.9?372194E-02 2.11254900E-02 1.05087409E-OZ B. 60368423E-03
8.99560551E-03 "




9 M-2 NREAC-1 NSP*CE*1 NP« 5 NCNVRG-3
,*-!—AhA=—0. NBa-l—BNB=—0.
6.COCCOCCOE-01 THETAO* l.OOOOOOOOE+01 4.00000000E*bO
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U PHO S PORCGAK UC VC WC V
2.3024E+00 2.6097E+OC 9.1l«2E-02 1.2226E-02 2.2696E+OC 2.4223E-01 4.1546E-L4 0.
LEEhAPD LINE ? E T 4 L I K I T
U RHO ' S PORCG4H UC VC WC VX VY VZ , PT/PTINF
2.3496E+CO 1.2730E+CO 7.0168E-04 1.1169E-02 2.3366E+OC 2.4720E-01 1.6W7E-11 -2.e758E-ll 2.^720E-01 2.*3366E*Ob'~9~.9825E-6l~
FORCE COEFFICIENTS
CZ» 4.£2736810E-02 CV= 1.86505024E-OI CC=
VBARs -3.0074S746E-02 ZE*R= 6.66666667E-01





fl) Some input and auxiliary parameters. Only one line is used in this preliminary
calculation for the ze'f 6-incidence circular cone.
2) Computed values for first pivotal integration.
•»_s
•—v
3) Change in shock shape.
New shock shape and computed values for second pivotal integration.
Input quantities, auxiliary quantities, and secondary quantities, beginning on a new
page, for converged solution of circular cone at zero incidence.
Zeta print block at cone surface for circular cone at zero incidence.
Windward-line and leeward-line zeta limits or circular cone at zero incidence.
Repetition of input quantities, auxiliary quantities, and secondary quantities for
circular cone at zero incidence. At this stage, the program takes the ?7s-value
just obtained from the N = 1 calculation and assigns it at all the lines. The
problem is now reintegrated, using the full program logic, cross derivatives,
and so on; of course, the shock shape satisfies the convergence criterion on the
first integration.
9 Summary print block for circular cone at zero incidence.
Arc length and body coordinates at each of the lines.
Repetition of zeta print block at cone surface for circular cone at zero incidence
l2) Repetition of windward-line and leeward-line zeta limits for circular cone at zero
incidence.
Force and moment coefficients together with center-of-pressure location.
(l4) Input quantities, auxiliary quantities, and secondary quantities for T = 0.95
(PARAM + DPRAM1). The rja-values from the zero-incidence circular cone areo
used to start the iteration for the zero-incidence elliptic cone with T = 0.95.
(is) Input values of ?7S from converged circular cone at zero incidence and computed
values from first pivotal integration.
(l6) Change in shock shape.
85
APPENDIX B
IT New shock shape and computed values for second pivotal integration.
' (l8) Input quantities, auxiliary quantities, and secondary quantities, beginning on a new
page, for converged solution of elliptic cone with T = 0.95.
(19) Summary print block for elliptic cone with T = 0.95.
(20) Arc length and body coordinates at each line for elliptic cone with T = 0.95.
Zeta print block at cone surface for elliptic cone with T = 0.95.
Windward-line and leeward-line zeta limits on elliptic cone with T = 0.95.
(23) Force and moment coefficients together with center-of-pressure location for
elliptic cone with T = 0.95.
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